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Tonight Fair, Probably
Frost; Wednesday
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0R0ZC0 CHARGED

m

CRIME OF.

ROBBERS HOLD UP

CHINA IS TRYING

FAST MAIL

TO GET HOLD

THAI

OF FUNDS

MURDER

16,-24-

CROP RECORDS BROKEN.
Minneapolis, Minn,, Sept. 17. Thir
teen million bushels of grain received
in thirteen business days in Minne
apolis 'was the crop n,fement Which
shattered all records, after railways
had reported in 1,543 cars of grain
yesterday. The sustained movement
of a million bushels today makes the
figures greater than anything ever
totalled so so,on after the beginning of
the new crop year, which starts on MEMBERS OF HUNGARIAN PAR LI A,
r
September 1.
MENT DRAW GUNS AND HISS

SCENES AT

VILD

OPED

'

SPEAKERS
HAS NARROW ESCAPE.
Chicago, Sept. 17. Tugs were dis
patched this afternoon to search Lake
Michigan for A. J. Engle of Cleveland,
Ohio, who started in a hyddo-planflight from Clarendon beach to the avi
ation meet In Grant park. Rescuing
parties were sent out after he had
been missing two hours.
Life savers
rescued Engle : two
miles off shore after he had floated
helplessly for more than two hours
on Lake Michigan with a disabled en
gine.
e

HATRED

Peking, Sept. 17. The national as
sembly today passed a resolution
pledging its support to the govern
ment in the conclusion of any reasonable loan plans. The minister of nu
ance explained it was impossible to
obtain the requisite loan outside of
the
group of bankers.
The minister hoped that the for
eign bankers would waive or modify
their demands for foreign supervision
of the salt tax and declared that
should the loan materialize the government was confident that remark
able progress and prosperity through
out the country would follow.
Private cablegrams received here
today say that $2,500,000 of the
loan negotiated
in London
August 30, by the Chinese minister
and an independent British bank, has
been paid to the Chinese representatives. At the secret meetings of the
assembly Acting Premier Chao Ping
Chun explained the government's policy in Thibet and Mongolia. Referring
to Mongolia, hi declared that ltwas
useless to attempt to settle the ques
tion by military force. China's best,
policy, he said, was to rely upon existing treaties. When the
question had been cleared the situation, he said, would assume a domestic aspect which would be much
more simple to handle.
With regard to Thibet the acting

ganized."
General Sanjines said that the ef
fect of the capture of General Orozco
would be Important to the personal
followers of the rebel leaders, but it
might have no effect in ending the
revolution because most of the rebels
were not fighting for a cause.
"I consider," continued the general,
"that none of the rebel bands Is fight
ing for a principle except the socialist
element. The others are fighting
without a flag and they are merely
bandits. Salazar is a socialist leader,
but Rojas is just a brigand and I do
not think they will join forces."
Asked as to the next possibl? move
hy the rebels operatiug south ot here,
General Sanjines expressed the opinion that they would rturn to the v
ciuity ot the border. ' This would 'bt
his defense.
more than likely the plan of Salazar's
rebels, as that leader Is probably deMrs. Orozco Worried
sirous ot converting the bullion he
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 17. After a confiscated at El Tigre into real monsleepless night, Mrs. Pascual Orozco ey, The general declined to discuss
passed all equally tense day today, his plana for ridding Sonora ot the
.vainly awaiting word of her husband, rebel bands.
the leader of the Mexican rebellion.
wife of
Mrs. Orozco's mother-in-laRiot In Phoenix.
premier considered it best to permit
Colonel Pascual Orozco, who was cap
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 17. The mili- tlie Dalai Lama to resume his former
tured by United States troops on the tia has been disbanded and quiet has functions. The
government, he addAmerican side of the border, has tak been restored in Phoenix, following a
ed, already had ordered the return
en to her bed, exhausted by worry riot last
night attending the Mexican ot an expedition headed by a Chinese
over the fate of the colonel. She-- celebration of
which was sent to
independence, In which commissioner,
said today that wwhlle she was glad Scott Price, a
was killed Lhassa, the Thibetan capital, recently
bystander,
her husband had fallen Into the hands by stray bullets and City Marshal A. to
to the Thibetans republiot Americans, she was In doubt as to J. Moore and Policeman Harrison Wil canexplain
and also to emtNjaslze
principles
his ultimate fate, because Mexican liams and Jose Valenzuela were serChinese government
that
the
the
fact
federals would certainly kill him If iously Injured.
had no intention of altering Thibet 8
he were turned over to his fellow
Mexicans fought over who should administrative system.
countrymen.
run the celebration and the two poMrs. Pascual Orozco, Jr., declared licemen arrested two disturbers. The
Report Denied In London
that she did not believe her husband Mexicans began stabbing the officers,
London,
Sept. 17. Representatives
was among the six lnsurrecto officers
whereupon cnier Moore drew a revoi-ifij0ndon ot the $50,000,000 inde-ve- r
held by United States authorities.
and fired. Price was killed by
loan' to China, which was
"Though it means death," she said, stray buIletB. The chief was stanneu pendent
signed here Auguts 30, deny the re- rema
will
t
I
know,
husband,
"my
several Times. Governor Hunt called
with his men, where he Is most need- a company of militia to arms and kept ports that they have been defeated
banking syndicate.
by the
ed."
them ready to restore peace. Sixty
officers soon cleared the
special
To Shoot Cowardly Officer.
COURT AT ESTANCI A.
streets. iThree arreste have bfreii
MexiDouglas, Ariz., Sept. 17. The
JJ..M., Sept. 17. Captain
Estancia,
made today.
can federal officer ,who was responsFred Fornoff, Now Mexico mounted
ible for holding reinforcements for El
police, has been a visitor in this vi- Customs Officer Areated.
of
that
in
the
place
vicinity
for the past few days. It Is pre
Tigre
17. Charges cinity
Washington, Sept.
while the rebels under Salazar were
sumed that he is working up evidence
Robert W. Do we, collector of
for the grand jury at the September
attacking the town, will be shot for against
customs at Eajjle Pass, Texas, deSanGeneral
to
cowardice, according
term of the court wwhich sat here
from officce
manding his removal
jines, commanding the federal forces
Monday, the 16th.
Taft
reviewed by President
A number of Important and interin Sonora, The general made an em- have, been
and action is to be taken within a
phatic statement to this effect when
"
esting cases are docketed and .will
two.
Informed today' that the troops sent day or
probably be1 called at 'this term of
from Nacozarl to the relief of El court. Among these are' the case
Rebels Flee from Ojinaga
J. J. White, the potato king of
Tigre had arrived in sufficient time to
against
Washington, Sept. 1 7. The rebels Mountainatr, who was one of the
have prevented the capture of the
who were driven out of Ojinaga when
town, but did hot do so. He is now
democratic candidates before the peo
that place Sun- in order to fix the blame. the federals
ple in this county last fall out of
oan
"As soon as I find out who was
uy, i.ve
ran..,S, wh)cn candIdacy tng ca8e gfrew ,t re.
he will be executed," said a siiDuro tney sun neiu, ana are nee- - ,ating t0 the campaign a88e8Sments
tag up the Rio Grande, according tojon the nominees for the county
the general.
from General Steever to the! ces. the
The intended reinforcements arrivperjury case against Candldo
war
General Aubert of PadiUa wno lB a promlnent republican
department.
miles
ten
of
nine
El
ed within
Tigre
hours before the capture of the town, tne Mexican leaerai rorces reacnea ,eadeT in this county; the retrial of
and, while the fighting was in pro- Ujinaga yesceraay ana nas sent cav- - thft mhherv cag6 aeaiMt Lazaro Cordova and others; W. S. Strickler vs.
gress, swung off In a different direc- airy in pursuit of the rebels.
tion and went itno camp within
W. S. Hopewell and others; and two
Battle In Altar District
sound of the firing.
suits, W. S. Hopewell vs. C. J. Am
Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 17. Federals ble; and the county commissioners of
Officials of El Tigre company here
received word that a mere showing 01 in command of Colonel Soza overtook Torrance county an,d C. P. Easley, re
themselves, by the federals would the rebel hand of Emilio Campa at ceiver, vs the same parties. These
have resulted in the withdrawal of the Sasame in the Altar district of Son- last two Bui'ts are tho big cases growrebels from the attach on the town. ora yesterday and egaged the rebels ing out of the recent sale of the lands
Consulting Engineer J. W. Malcolm-so- in battle. Fighting was still In pro- of the New Mexico Fuel & Iron Co
today authorized fie offer of a gress today. Americans in the Altar and W. S. Hopewell for delinquent
reward of $5,000 for tho recovery of district are taking refuge on this taxes and Will be watched with great
the 21 bars of bullion taken from E! side of the line.
Interest by many parties.
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F GIRL'S SLAYERS
AUTHORITIES ORDER FATHER TO
REMOVE INSCRIPTION
AT ONCE.
Appleton, Wis., Sept. 17. Unless a
monument over the grave of a little
girl In the cemetery in the town ot
Maine, this county. Is removed this
week or its Inscription entirely obliterated, the municipal court will be
asked to order the father of the dead
child to remove lt. This case is
caused by the wording of the epitaph;
"Laura lies In this grave and lot.
She was shot by Guy and Jackie
Scott."
Laura Freeman, 8 years old, daughter of Sidney J. Freeman, was accidentally shot and killed by "Jack"
Scott, aged 11 last March. George
Scott, father of the boy, objects. to
'
v
tho epitaph
,

"
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T0!!B BURS NAUES

PRESIDENTIAL

WORK

PROGRESSIVE CANDIDATE SEEMS
TO THINK HE IS SURE
TO WIN.

Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 17. Two
masked men held up the Memphis
Special, westbound, on the Southern
railway, at 1:30 o'clock this morning
near Stevenson, Ala. The mail car
was looted, but the amount obtained
is unknown.
The men boarded the
train at Stevenson, entered the mall
car and covered the four clerks with
Three of the clerks wers
pistols.
to
bound, the fourth being ordered
open all sacks of registered mail from
which the robbers fille da. bag with
packages supposed to contain valu

ables.
After the car had been thoroughly
ransacked the fourth clerk also was
bound and one of the robbers pulled
the emergency cord, the train coming
to a stop In a thick wood. The engi
neer, after waiting a few moments
to
for a signal to proceed, went-bacinquire and discovered the mail clerks
almost suffocated under mail sacks
which the robbers had piled on top
of them.
When, the tralji reached
Huntsville, deputy sheriffs were summoned and a posse organized.
Loss is Several Hundred Dollars
Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 17. Thirty-fou- r
pieces of registered mall were
taken by the robbers who looted- - the
"Memphis Special mall car. Postof-fic- e
officials here denied that any
large amount of valuables waa missing, though mall clerks believed the
loss would amount to several hundred

Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 17. If Colonel dollars.
Roosevelt is elected president, ho said
in a speech here today, he will call a
DEMOCRATIC HEADQUARTERS
special session of congress immediN. M., Sept. 17. NaAlbuquerque,
to
his
after
put
ately
inauguaration
A- - A. Jones and
committeeman
tional
into effect, so far as can be done by
congress, the progressive party's pro- State Chairman A. H. Hudspeth arrivlast night and
gram for social and Industrial legis- ed in Albuquerque
lation. The program includes a min- spent the day In conference with Conimum wage scale for women, a "liv- gressman H. B. Fergusson and other

ing wage," prohibition of child labor, prominent democratic leaders. Preregulation of hours of labor and other liminary plans for the campaign were
discussed as well as Itineraries for
measures.
"While there are many important Mr. Fergusson and other speakers
deplanks in the platform of the pro- who will stump the state for the
mocracy.
gressive party," he said, "I am moBt
It has been decided that this year's
interested in the plank dealing with
human welfare. I believe that the is- campaign will be conducted from Sansues there raised are the great is- ta Fe, the headquarters there to be in
sues of this campaign, which neither charge of Arthur Seligman, secretary
of the old. parties is facing squarely. of the state central committee.
It Is realized that, while CongressThe progressive party, it it is put into
man
Fergusson is probably the strong,
out
will
power,
carry
every promise
which it has made In its platform. We est man In the democracy in the state,
regard tho platform as a coutract the republican candidate, Nathan Jafwith the people a contract to be. kept fa, Is a formidable opponent and the
man who defeats him, If such should
to the letter.
"If I am 'elected president, I shall occur, will have something to be
...... .
;,
call. a special session of congress Im- proud of.
mediately to take up these matters.
It is, of course, true that the reforms
CLUB WOMEN MEETING.
for which we call are largely subjects
Trinidad, Colo., - Sept. 27. The
which must he' dealt with by the" legeighteenth annual convention of the
islatures of the various states;, but
Colorado; Federation of Women's clu&g
there are certain matters which we opened here' this afternoon with a
can and will take up in congress, if meeting of the executive board. Promthe opportunity Is given us. I would inent club women from all sections of
have congress take up three things:
the state are in attendance. A re
"First is the application of our pro- ception to the visiting delegates wiTTt
gram to employes of the government. ba given tonipht and the business sesNext is its application to the District sions of the Federation will be held
of Columbia and Alaska. In the third tomorrow. The sessions will continue
place, we would apply 1( to interstate four days.
commerce as far as would be pos;

sible."
Colonel Roosevelt said it was difficult to define the length' to which
congress could go in dealing with conin interstate comcerns engaged
merce through congressional action.
He would attempt to put on the statute books, he said, as much legislation
along these lines as could be appliei
to the railroads and the usual con
cerns doing an interstate business.
s
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HIS TAKING

COUNT

TISZA

THE POSITION

AS

SPEAKER CAUSED THE
UPROAR

SIMILAR

TO

THE

CLOSIN

ATTEMPT

WAS

MADE

TO TAKE

THE COUNT'S LIFE LAST
MAY

.

El Paso, Tex., Set. IT. Charges ot
murder in the form of extradition
proceedings'are filed here against Col- onel Pascual Orozco, Sr.. held by Uni- ted States troops at Presidio, Texas,
and it la understood similar charges
will be entered against his Bon, General Pascual Orozco, Jr., leader of
the Mexican revolution In the north,
if he is captured on American soil.
Both United States and Mexican
here continue denial of persistent rumors that the younger Oro.i';o
Is held among the prisoners at Presidio. In the extradition proceedings
against the elder Orozco, made by the
Mexican consul 'at El
Paso, he Is
charged with a murder committed In
Juarez, Mexico, during the month of
June, when It was reported that tha
rebels who held Juarez had executed
a number of federal spies. Colonel
Orozco has telegraphed an Influential
American friend here that he Is illegally held at Presidio since he cross- -

OF

"SESSION

-

maining in the places that have federal troops are in any danger, as there
are few, if any,, remaining in the exposed places. I have ordered reinforcements to Nacozarl, but 1 do not
believe there will be an attack on
that place. It is too well protected
now and the rebels are not well or-

Cen-

CITY EDITION

17, 1912.

ALTITUDE RECORD BROKEN.
Villacoublay,
France, Sept. 17.George S. Legagnux, a French aeroAmerican Troops to Cross Border.
naut, established a new world's record
for altitude here today, his machine
Max.'ixn governEvpn though th
ment "should grant permiss'un to the
attaining a height of 5,600 meters, or
The previous holder of
18,372 feet.
United
States to cross American
'
the world's altitude record was Rol
traps to the other aide of the. inter
and G. Garros, who on September 6
national hue for the purpose of proascended in a monoplane at Houlgate,
tecting Americans in Mexico, a revolution much more serious than the pres
France, and reached a height of
feet. A later official announce MEMPHIS SPECIAL OF SOUTHNEEDS MONEY
MEXICAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ent one would be the result. ThiH NEW REPUBLIC
was
ment
the
placed the altitude reached by
opinion expressed by Genera
ERN RAILWAY STOPPED BY
TO CARRY ON IT3 GOVINTIMATES HE WILL BE
Legagniix at 5,720 meters, or 18,700
Augnstin Saljines commanding the
ERNMENT.
MASKED MEN
"'
PUNISHED.
i .'
feet.
federal forces in Sonora, who spent
several hours tn.Douglas today.
RELEASE
," SNEAD EXPECTS
"Fuch a plan has been discussed ENGLISH
THE
CAR IS LOOTED
UP
PAY
BANKS
MAIL
GENERAL?
THE
IS
BUT WHERE
here. Such an act would be bitterlv
ex., Sept. 17. J. B.
Amarillo,
resented by the great mass of the
Snead, slayer of Al G. Boyce, Jr., said
INSURRECTO Mexican people," said the general, TURN OVER $2,500,000 OF THE today he expected to be released from IT IS BELIEVED THE HAUL WILL
THAT
REPORTS
"and there would he safety In Mexico
AMOUNT TO SEVERAL THOU- BIG. $50,000,000
the grand jf?y
custody- soon after
CHIEF HAS BEEN CAPTURED
exfor
neither
those
its
fuch
LOAN.
prob
allowing
SAND
completes
Investigations,
DOLLARS
ARE UNFOUNDED.
treme measures and their supporters
ably through a habeas corpus proceed
nor Ameriears. We have the Sonora
ing. The grand jury today was re
FEDERAL COMMANDER ANOHY situation well in hand, and hope with ARE TO CONCILIATE' .'THIBET ported to be investigating the possib ENGINEER RESCUES CLERKS
in a very short time to be able to
ility of a confederate. There were
In police circles here that an
guarantee
.perfect safety to all Ameri- CHINESE
reports
TO
WILL NOT TRY
FINDS THEM BOUND AND COVER-EREDECLARES HE WILL SHOtT THE cans
desiring to return. Until that
other arrest may be made.
IN
FORCE
REFORMS
WITH PILE OF MAIL
COWARDLY OFFICER AT.
time we do not want them to return.
THAT COUNTRY.
I do not believe the Americans reEL TIGRE.
SACKS
.

Tigre by Salazar yesterday. It t was
believed that an attempt will be made
to smuggle it across the line.

Are On

People

a Dead
ter.

EXCUU8IVE ASOOCIATED PRESO LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH OERVIOn
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MILLIONAIRE IS SHOT
BY

STREET CAR BANDIT

KIRKBRlDE
BRAVELY
CHARLES
TRJES TO DEFEND PASSENGERS.
San Mateo, Cal., Sept. 17.

Charles

Kirkbride, city attorney of this
city and a lieutenant in the Eleventh
company Coast Artillery , Reserves,
known as the "millionaire company"
was shot and probably fatally wound
ed early today by one ot two high
waymen who held up and robbed two
cars of the electric line between this
place and San Francisco. Kirkbride
grappled with the robber and receiv
ed a bullet in the body. The bandits
escaped and are being pursued by
N.

posses.

Budapest, Hungary, Sept. 17. Th
opening session of the Hungarian
parliament today was marked by a
wild outburst of factional feeling
which was prevented from becoming
a free fight only through the Inter
vention of party leaders. The uproar
began as soon as Count Stephen Tlsza
the president of the lower house, entered the chamber. He waa received
with, cries of derision and abuse,
mingled with hissing and whistling,
His calls for attention only caused
the disorder to break out with renewed, violence.
The royal decree opening the seer
slon was read without anybody hearing a word of lt and it was followed
by what looked likely to develop l:u-ta free fight An apposition mem-

o

ber tauntingly asked a deputy ot the
governmental party whether he had
hlg revolver with him. TMa raised
feeling to fever heat and thai ciem-hers were on the point of coming to
blows when Count Julius Andrassy
and other leaders Intervened and
sepaarted the deputies who had threatened each other. The tumult, however, continued. Only a few spectators were in the chamber and neith
er police nor military appeared, although disorder had been anticipated.

The jobbery occurred on the out
skirts of this otiy when-late car toward San Francisco, was stopped by, a
masked man described as a youth.
There wag one woman aboard the car
and the robber forced her to collect
the passengers' valuables while he
covered them with a revolver.
A southbound car from San Fran
cisco appeared ad came to a stop
beside the first one.
The robber
scrambeld aboard the second car Stormy frw.es also were witnessed
and repeated his performance. He in the Hungarian parliament during
had about completed his task when its closing sittings In June last which
Kirkbride, a passenger on the second culminated in an attempt being mada
car, leaped at him. The shot which to assassinate Count Tlsza. The
felled Kirkbride followed and the rob president of the chamber was shot
ber jumped to the ground and disap at three times by an opposition deputy,
peared. Including the crews, there Julius Kovacs, who then fired two bul
were about 45 people aboard the two lets Into his own body, wounding himcars held up. It is believed Kirk self seriously. The count escaped un
bride will recover.
harmed. Count Tisza was elected
speaker on May 22 laBt. He is an opponent of universal suffrage and oa
this issue his election was contested
NEWSPAPER ROUNDS A with
a bitterness that resulted in violence in the chamber and in bloodRICH MAN TO OEATII shed on the streets.
a

-

EXPLAINS
MORRISON
GEORGE
CAUSE OF SUICIDE IN BIEF
NOTE
Baltimore, Sept. 17. George C. Mor
rison, president of the Title Guaran
tee and Trust company of this city,
committed suicide some time last
night in one of the 'private rooms at
the Baltimore Athletic club. The ro
port to the police says that Mr. M)r- rison ended his life with gas, which

DOMESTIC WOOL BRISK.
Boston,
Sep. 17. An average
amount of business is being contracted in domestic wool, although inquiry
runs along special lines. Values remain (irm and holders are reported
as unwilling to shade prices. The
movement in territory stock is fairly
large, the bulk of it being in Mon
tana which sell for 24 cents in original bags. Graded territory stock Is
A good , demand, is reported
quiet.
in Texas wool, with twelve months
bringing prices clean. Pulled wool is
very dull.
.

he Inhaled through a tube.
I r, Morrison, who was about 40
yeaiv eld and married, occupied a
conspicuoui place In the business and
political affairs of Baltimore and was
a prominent figure In horse racing.
HEALTHY AUTO HAN
He left a note, a portion of which
was made public by the coroner, in
IJURGEKED IN CAR
which he Indicated that the attacks
of a newspaper relative to his inter
est In the Havre de Grace race track
SEARCH IS BEING MADE FORI
was one reason for the suicide.
SLAYERS OF PORTLAND
God knows whether It Is just for
FINANCIER
work of years to
the
be set at naught by the onsalughts
of a yellow newspaper against which
Portland, Ore., SepL 17. Harry
Barr, owner of an automobile service
there is no defense," the note said.
Governor
recently and a member of a prominent fam
Goldsborough
accused Mr. Morrison of making mis ily, was found murdered today on tha
representations concerning the Hart- Linnton road, a popular automoblla
ford county racing bill. The grand drive. He had been stabbed to death,
jury started an Investigation of the with some blunt Instrument. Later
Havre de Grace race track and Mr. his bloodstained automobile was found
The police are
Morrison was to have been summoned. many miles away.
Mr. Morrison was chairman of the searching for two men and a womaa"
democratic advisory committee from who are supposed to have been, ridg

APPEAL IS GRANTED
Denver, Colo., Set. 17. The state
supreme court today granted an ap
peal to the supreme court of the United States in the suit to prevent thfe
state officials from issuing bonds in
the sum of $2,115,000 for the redemption of old state warrants. The case
will be taken to the higher tribunal
on a writ of error.
Maryland.
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Beautiful Effects in

f
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KID GLOVES

11'!,

Autumn Trimmings

(M

style,

Wide heavy bandings of rich
original designs are very popular
as are also fancy Braids and Fringe

A

larger and more varied than ever
before , embracing the newest,
most popular ideas of the season.
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Domestic Specials
Tues-

I

8-

-4

BieaeheJ Sheeting, per yd.. 20c

9-

-4

Bleached Sheeting, per yd.. 22c

p.

Lonsdale or Fruit of the

10 yds.

Loom
20x45

Muslin

$ 1.00

bleached Turkish Towel,

worth 30c

i

22

Cotton Blanket grey or tan

10-- 4

worth

75te. .

tan or

grey,
J2.00

i

worth

white,

,

!

' I

'I

60

extra heavy cotton Blanket

10-- 4

I

I

'
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I

v

W
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WEARING APPARE L

'V

1i50

EELS

IN BESIMELE

FOOTWEAR F03 WOMEN

CilLCIEN

The new season's styles In millinery are In keeping with the
test styles In other lines nw shapes and color combinations
with new Ideas In trimming makes the Fall styles unusually pretty and
desirable.
Our Una Is the most varied we have ever shown Including" the best
styles from the large fashion centers. In this line is a splendid showing of the unequaled
sea-Bon- 's

ar

Oil 0

'

UMTS

which are sure to please you.

These garments possess all the little style tendencies so ne-tPFDPFCT varment, are we! made. Derfect fitting
and retain their stylish lines to the last.

Try them on TODAY.

hs

1

Fascinating Effects In Silk and Wool

GUARANTEED F03 TWO FULL SEASONS WEAR

Fabrics

Let us show you these desirable garments

The new dress fabriesi both Silk and Wool, possess all the beauty,
charm and individuality that could be desired.
New and original weaves, attractive in design, together with the
more staple weaves, such as Serges, Suitings, Poplins, Batistes, etc.,
offer an excellent variety from which to choose.
Whipcord is a prime favorite and comes in a variety of
color combinations.
e
In Silks, plain and brocaded Charmeuse,
Bengaline and
e
and
effects
are leading.
figured
striped

Laa VGasLottdinStoro

Buster Brown

Shoes for boys and yirls are the most comfortable and serviceable.
We now have a complete line of these popular shoes
including a variety
of styles at 65c to $3.50.

J

Exquisite Styles in Auiomn Millinery For
Women, Misses and Children

"WOOUEX" AND" PMNTZESS" GARMENTS

For the Fall and Winter Seasons extremely high shoes are
strong
voritee, 16 and 2t button lengths having the preference. These come In
white, tan and black In a variety of styles.

'

. i

favorite at 13.00 per pair.
The "Monarch" two clasp
glove, in black only, is the most
comfortable and serviceable
glove made at $2.25.
Whatever your glove needs
may be, we can satisfactorily
supply them.

Never havethe new season's styles been made beautiful and
attractive never such exquisite taste in denning, nor higher
skill in tailoring than is found in the 191a Fall line of

garments.
We are showing, exclusively, the popular

j

ANO

GLOVE

in 16 Button length is a decided

'i--

EVERY GAEHIENT
FALL

LAMBSKIN

(.

For Women, Hisses and Children

ready-to-we-

vriil

prices.

The popular, white

I

Neither have we ever shown such an excellent variety of
high class garments. Every garment has that distinct individuality so much desired by careful dressers and possesses an
exclusiveness and originality of style seldom acquired in

?

i

J

SUITS, COATS AND D1ESSES

Bleached Sheeting, per yd.24c

10- - 4

'

1

In this line Is

day and Wednesday only

and colors in
at varied
short
lengths
longer
Black, White

effects.

These prices for Monday,

I

Highest Quality

In our Eskay, Monarch and
Derby gloves we offer a line
unequalled in fit, quality and

The new Trimmings are especially attractive and desirable this
season.

Our assortment

M
!

60071
Established

i;

Two-ton- e

South SidaPlflja

186

i

two-ton-

two-ton-

U
ure is that' these satisfactory agricul- lished, show a substantial
improve- sign and are the natural concomitant
tural results are no longer In a broad ment over the two
quarterly state- of gradual improvement in our nation
sense mere promises; they are, with ments that have thus far
appeared al activities. The reserves of our
the two exceptions I have already this year. The Copper Producers' banks and trust companies are low,
named, tangible results and the mer- monthly statement, which was anoth- but little difficulty is likely to be exOF
cantile and industrial no less than the er favorable feature of the week's deperienced in securing adequate1 relief
financial activities of the country axe velopments, also constituted a highly In the form of foreign accommmoda-tiojustified in preparing In the practical encouraging Index of industrial pros
through the ordinary channels"of
way that they are now doing to take perity. The production for the month foreign exchange.
In . view of the
advantage of this fact.
of August showed an increase of 2,- - large export movement of our cotton
Our railroads have in sight a great- 467,392
pounds, but this was more and grain that is now in sight, foreign
INDICATIONS
FOR
BUSINESS er volume of business than their than counteracted by an
expansion In bankers are showing no hesitation In
PROSPERITY ARE SILENC- equipment can readily handle; there the exports and an increase in the discounting American
finance bills
ING CROAKERS.
will not alone be the large movement domestic deliveries sufficient to cause that on
maturity will be so well covof agricultural products to market, but a net decline of 5,500,000.
v
pounds in ered by cotton and grain bills. AmerjH
New York, Sept. 1?.
Any calnl, there will be the increase In the ex- the stocks on hand. The textile indus ican balances have been quite genera-alldrawn down abroad, and 'Gercomprehensive view of important con- port demand which in turn means a try, which is another of the great
ditions whose Influence promises to greater haul to the seaboard. Beyond business barometers, is also proceed many, it is understood, has very largebe exerted on the market for securi- this we must not forget the active re- ing on satisfactory lines, all depart- ly repaid the American loans which
ties can hardly fail to contribute a turn movement of merchandise, repre ments in fact showing progressive im- proved so advantageous during, the
feeling of distinct optimism. General senting purchases by the agricultural provement over last year. Railroad latter part of last year and the early
business throughout the country Is al- - districts of the products of our mills
earnings for the month of August, months of 1912 when her other for
ready responding in a significant man a condition that lhvariably follows a gross revenue, have averaged some eign credits were so generally reduced.
benefits that season of bountiful harvests at high thing more than 8 per cent over the Our exports are continuing on a sat
ner to the many-side- d
can confidently be expected to spring prices. Notwithstanding" the large in corresponding weeks of last year, isfactory scale, but Import3 are also
from a year of such bountiful crops crease In production, It Is significant which follow an average increase of 9 reaching larger totals. The latter Is
that are now so clearly In prospect. It that wheat at Chicago Is about 10c a per cent shown by all roads reporting the natural result of the demands for
is still possible, of course, for frost bushel higher than a year ago and for the month of July. For the month raw material by our manufacturers
to require a revision of estimates of corn about 6c higher, while cotton at of August the bank clearings of the and is a part of the current revival in
corn as well as of cotton, which are the southern market Is ruling at vir- country outside of New York were 10 our qwn industrial and mercantile sitour two greatest producers of new tually last year's prices. This indi per cent in excess of the correspond- - uation. It may also be ascribed to
wealth. Even this contingency, how cates a degree of prosperity even ing month in 1911, though New York's som extent to the appreciation that
ever, wouiu merely result, iu Miuuiiy- - greater, especially so far as the west increase was less than 2 per cent, there is not likely to be a change in
ing present highly favorable estl is concerned, than is suggested by che which reflects of course the dullness the tariff in time to affect immediate
in the speculative markets.
mates. Meanwhile a total wheat crop mere volume of production.
importations.
It seems natural to expect under
The Increasing activity in Industrial
The considerations I have just not700,000,000
closely
approximating
e
the circumstances, therefore, that
bushels is now reasonably assured, pursuits is emphasized by the reports ed apply, of course, to a
' which Is a total that has but twice that are so general in all sections of view of the general situation. Their the current period of Irregularity will
the country of the scarcity of labor. influence for the moment, however, continue for some little time. The
been exceeded, namely, by the
yield of 1906 and the Furthermore, the montly report of un- seems to be retarded by more tempo- market is likely to remain one of fair748,000,000-.bushel
harvest of 1901. filled tonnage on the books of the rary factors. The first of these is ly active fluctuations within safe limSpring wheat this year Is making a Steel corporation affords active con- that we have now reached the stage its and will afford many opportunl-tid- s
for alert traders to take advanmagnificent showing, being estimated, firmation In the same direction. This in which the current political national
on the basis of the government's re- report Indicates that the orders for campaigning may b expected to ex- tage of day to day developments.
HENRY CLEWS.
port of Monday last, at 300,000,000 the month of August were 206,000 tons ert the usually unsettling Influence that
bushels, which compares with a yield in excess of the deliveries during the is customary In presidential election
LAKE LEVEL PROBLEM.
of 190,682,000 bushels in 1911. This month, while, as Is well known, the years, and which, therefore, is this
International Falls, Minn., Sept. 17.
excellent showing! more than compen- mills have been working at virtually year merely repeating history. A secThe International Joint Commission
sates for the poorer showing of the full normal capacity to meet urgent ond influence of a temporary nature
winter wheat crop, which resulted demands for early deliveries. What that at the moment is showing itself on Waterways, composed of represenfrom the unusually severe winter of is of still greater Importance is that is the general money situation. Call tatives of the United Sta'es and CanaOats and hay are far In the remarkable activity represents a money has risen to the highest price dian governments, met here today for
excess of the yields of earlier years, demand at prices for products that are of the year and rates for fixed maturi- a hearing in connection with the queswhich will, of course, release for ex- profitable to the mills. There is ex- ties have also reflected the increased tion of the levels of the Lake of the
port a considerable amount of corn cellent reason to believe that the con- borrowing demand for mercantile and Woods and tributary waters: The com
that would otherwise have been re- tracts which were taken late in 1911 industrial purposes. But In view of mission will 'determine whether it is
quired for feed on the farm. Cotton and during the early months of x912 the long period of comparative ease in desirable to fix the levels of the lake,
canont be expected to approach the by the Steel corporation at such low the money situation which has in wwhich is on the international boundpnemonenal yield of last year, but prices, for the purpose of stimulating fact been an unfavorable sign since It ary. The decision will be of much
according to present promises and business in times of uncertainty, bare has represented the absence of de- importance, since it will affect the
with an average date, for killing frost, now, speaking broadly, been complete- mand for banking facilities by trade dams and other works in the Rainy
will probably not fail far short of
ly filled, and that net earnings of the and industry to exaggerate the recent river, which empties into the lake,
bales, if Indeed It does not ex- Steel corporation to be presented for display of strength in banking circles. and the Winnipeg river, which drains
ceed tliat total. The significant feat the current quarter will, when pub Current rates are in fact a healthy it.
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Charles F.
requisition of Governor
Deneen of Illinois, for Harry McKin-ley- ,
wanted on the charge of embezNEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
f
zlement and larceny. He also honored
4-V
the requisition of Governor Colquitt
of Texas, for. Jordon Wooten, now In
Santa Fe, N M., Sept. 17. John A.
the state penitentiary here. Wooten
Beall, mounted policeman of Silver
is wanted on the charge of stealing
M.
C.
Tidwell
City, yesterday arrested
cattle.
and Albert Tidwell, father and son,
Protect the Fish
50 and 28 years of age, respectively
Game Warden de Baca has gone to
on the charge of stealing a bull. They
were bound over to the grand Jury Ortiz, Colorado, in reply to a summons
at Silver City and the case will come to protect the trout In the Finos
up in this torn of the district court creek. It is alleged that some sheep
men have been letting sheep dip get
New Deputy Marshal
A. A. Sena, for the past four years into this stream.
Chief Deputy Game Warden Page B.
a mounted policeman of New Mexico,
has resigned that office to accept the Otero has returned from the Pecos
post of deputy United States marshal. river where he looked for a location
He is well known throughout the to plant a large number of trout frj
state, for he was county clerk of San expected to arrive this month.
Miguel county for six years and in
Delegates Named
1909 was clerk of the, senate. He Is a
Governor McDonald has appointed
.

prominent stockraiser.
Examination ' Held Today
Three candidates apeared at the
capital today to take the examination
for state mine inspector.

delegates'to the seventh annual convention of the lakes to the gulf deep
watreway association to be held at
Little Rock, Arkansas, September 24.

Board
Equalization
The state board of equalization is
holding an adjourned meeting this afternoon at the capitol. The members
of the board are the governor, the au
ditor, secretary of state, attorney gen-

They are: W. G. Hamilton,

Roswell;
Herman Gerhardt, Tucumcari; A. A.
Beeman, Ellda; H. H. Kelly, Deming;
George M. Cook, Carlsbad; T3en Craw
ford, oHllene, M. G. Tixier, Clayton:
A. M. Gillespie,
Hillsboro; Meleclo
Apodaca, San Antonio; A. J. Meloche,
Raton; Henry D. Bowman, Las Cruces; Victor Culberson, Flerro; W. S.
Cox, Silver City;
W. E. Cuerton.
Steeple Rock; Ralp C. Ely, Deming;
Simon Stern, Albuquerque; A. A. Se- dillo, Albuquerque; Cipriano Lucero,
Cerrillos; John Lee Clark, Albuquerque; J. B. Gilchrist, Fierro; W. E.
Warren, Almagordo;
David Tulloch,
Silver City; L. Bradford Prince, Santa Fe; J. M. Bowman, Alamogordo.
The governor also apointed delegates to the national association of

conservation

commissioners

which

meets in Indianapolis, Ind., October 1
They arej N. S. West, Hagerman; T.
A.
Muirhead, Tucumcari;
Graham
Bryant, Portales; C. W. Williams, Ar
tesia; F. H. Winston, Fairview; II. W.
Russell, Magdalena; William C. Liller,
Albuquerque; L. C. Hill, Dawson; Oscar Snow, Las Cruces; Frank P. Jonea
Silver City; Arthur Seligman, Santt
Fe; W. A. Fleming Jones, Las Cruces",
J. D. Tinsley, Albuquerque;
A. A.
Jones, Las Vegas, and Arthur G. Ring-lanAlbuquerque.
d,

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
New Company
Articles of incorporation were filed voice, because nature intended her for
But even the loving
in the corporation commissioners' of- motherhood.
fice by Forstad-Crat- e
and Company, nature of a mother shrinks from the
to do a general mercantile business at ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Dexter, Chaves county, naming Charles Women who use Mother'8 Friend are
A. Crate statutory agent. The company saved much discomfort and
suffering,
is capitalized at $25,000, consisting of and their systems, being thoroughly
It com- prepared by "this great remedy, are
2,500 shares at $100 each.

eral and the traveling auditor.

a healthy condition' to meet the
mences business with $11,100, the
time
possible suffering
shareholders being Charles A. Crate, and with the least
Mother's Friend is
danger.
55-- ;
L. C. Crate, 8; James Forstad, 43, recommended
only for the relief and
and L. Forstad, 5.
comfort of expectant mothers; It is in
no senBe a remedy for various ills,
Staff Appointments
The following appointments in the but Its many years of success, and
national guard of New Mexico ' made the thousands of endorsements received from women who have UBed It
by the governor Have Just been an- are a guarantee of the benefit to be
'
nounced by Adjutant General A. S. derived from Its use.
This remedy
To be colonels, Joseph H. does not accomplish wonders but Blm-pl-y
Brookes:
assists nature to perfect its work.
O'Reilly, of Albuquerque; Fay Sperry
of Las Cruces and Felix Garcia, of Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre.
vents caking of
The following
Lumberton.
assign- the
breaats. and
ments to the staff of the commander In every
way 7j
in chief are announced:
contributes to
healthy
Colonel Joseph H. O'Reilly, Colonel strong,motherhood. Mother's
Is sold
Fay Sperry and Colonel Felix Garcia. at drug stores. WriteFriend
for our free
Honors Requisition
book for expectant mothers.
.
Governor McDonald has honored the BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO., AtluU.
In

Aides-de-cam- p
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THE "NET"

Is the name of the big fifteen thousand dollar serial story which will appear in the Weekly Kans'8 City Star
soon, for the
newspaper rights of
which the author received $15,000.
This story, pronounced the greatest

this popular novelist ha written, wilt
not be published as a book until It
has run seriaUy in this newspaper.
The theme is the Italian Mafia, and
against that sinister background the
author has thrown the softer colors
of aa absorbing and
fascinating love
story! The story, while tragic in tone,
has the humor, sprightliness and action that have characterized his previous successes.
"The Net" will be continued in liberal installments each week, with
powerful Illustrations hi Howard
Giles. The subscription price if The
Weekly Kansas City Star Is 25 Cents
'
a year.
Subscribe now and avoid missing a
f:r-te-

copy.

Address The Wpekly
Star, Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City
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tar we here have diamonds, broken
few Inches by several inches
every
TO
The floor of the hall
of
sapphires.
Fcr Ccnsai
I
11 f
is of marble. The roof Is of crystal.
Has the strain of the Summer's heat
If the voluntarily written words of
"Satan is giving an audience to an
and work left you in a rundown condiliving in all parts ot
grateful ptoil
A
the country. prlln Kckman'a Alterafrom the kingdom of Sin,
and but poorly prepared to go
tion
embassy
tive, a remedy for the treatment of
with-ois contiguous to hell,
the
severe
winter
weather
which
through
kingdom
toughs, he.folds, throat and lun troubles,
are to
believed, thin medicine Is cerdanger of a breakdown?
which klgdora and hell
between
and
A rundown, nervous condition is evitainly doinif a vnst amount of (food for
micti antlcrera.
a perpetual war.
We state none but factu,
PITCI
dence of a weakened system.
interruptions and Interjections, taken there Is practically
and Rive to you the uauiea and words of
You can restore yourself to a condition
The occasion is a rumor that the
praise of those who iter tare It benedown as a part of the
fited them In many cases coupled with
of good health and normal strength
is about to begin and Satan to
which he says his friend, or his
the writers' statements that it restored
through the tonic effect of
them to health. This Is a sample taken
as the old legep.d has It.
be
bound,
DEMESSAGE
HELL
FROM
for
time.
the first
employed
AMERICAN LEAGUERS BEGINNING
WHO from many:
HOBO,
NOTED WESTERN
Bt. Mnry'
"In view of said contingency the
AS
SCRIBES
Academy, O'Neill, Nebraska.
PLACE
THE
follows:
in
The
WORLD'S
WORRY
TO
part,
ABOUT
manuscript,
"Gentlemen : About seven years ago
ONCE VISITED LAS VEGAS,
1 was at (naked with the dread disease.
"NOT SO BAD"
"You are to begin Inquiry into the kingdom of sin sends an embassy to
SERIES
IS DEAD.
I
alTuberculosis.
roughed
unceasingly,
state
of the departed. (Very well). propose an offensive and defensive
nor
could not sleep
eat, even could not
the
Jehovah
upon
part
speak out loud and could do no work. I
liance
17.
against
to speak to you
17. Discussing
Washington, Sept.
New York, Sept.
Bearing You are to ask
three bemorrhnires, raised blood
Houston, Tex., Sept. 17. "A No. 1," hail
his kingdom and sin
most of the 1lme and suffered of
the glad tidings that Hades is not aB through
(Many of Satan and
your
Prescribed by Physician
he king of the hoboes, is dead. Slip- a went a. fever and chills. A specialistnl(,'litof the relative chances of the Giants ar.d
his
kingdom.
and
Ohio, pronounced
Its effect on you will be promptly bad as it has been painted and giving thanks).
my case the Red Sox in 'the coming world's
ping from the rods of a passenger Columbus,
hopeless.
for the first time an "authentic" pic
"Briefly, Satan appears in heaven
noticeable. Your appetite will be
(Uncle Tom, I should like to speak
"Nearly five years aso I heard of your series, a local baseball expert says:
traiti on the Iouisville & Nashville Alterative
will
stomach
The
action
of
as
and procured some nt once,
your
ture of the character of the hereafter, to you, if same is possible and perhe pleases. The prince of darkness
"New York is set upon a world's be toned
railroad, the man who bosatea that he with the result that I soon found myself
up. With improved appetite and John
is
a gentleman.
mil
to
health.
For the past four championship for this occasion.
Armstrong Chaloner, the
mitted.)
It digestion your whole system will receive
bad traveled more miles and paid less restored
years I have been able to continue my
must know that things are
"You
lionaire
former
Amelie
of
know
how
husband
dear
don't
will
action
to
nourishment.
more
you
"My
boy,
last
attached
feels
the
I
Organic
and thoutth
have always had
disgrace
fares than any traveler of his genera teaching,school
down here in hell than is
work. I am also able to
brother-in-laof
better
influence
far
to
the
heavy
Cavalie-Lina
am
Rives,
i happy I
of
respond
revivifying
that the hour has at last
tion, waa caught by the trucks of the perform much manual labor. I consider fall's sorry showing against the nourishment and regularity. You will be
author
of "Who's Loony Now?" struck in which I am, permitted by generally supposed. Nobody need try
If faithfully taken, a world's champion Athletics. Besides
ri,
medicine,
your
to
able to forget your nerves and enjoy
heavy coach and literally ground
most excellent remedy for Consumption.
and the only living man who is le- His
Satanic Majesty (For God's to get to heaven if he or she does
Mother Superior permits this testimonial.
this, McGraw needs the honor for ad- restful sleep.
death.
SUSTRlt MAKIM,
(Signed)
insane
in
You may well exclaim. I re not care for that kind of thing. There
and
gally
Virginia
legally
is
He
sake).
BE SURE YOU GET DUFFY'S.
taking the
vertising purposes.
Sisters of St. Krancis.
"Chicago White," his companion of
men and woIs
BronIn
New
Kekman's
sane
Alterative
in
effective
York, went to Alexan peat, by His Satanlo Majesty, to lift is a world prepared for
For sale by druggists, dealers and
Giants and a picked team from the
the last year, brought the news to chitis, Asthma,
Hay Kever; Throat and
world. This is known as
the
of
men
Doctor's
bottle.
drian
a
to
$1.00
make
of
veil
Va.,
his
corner
the
which
a
Lmi
today
large
in
and
grocers,
the
public
it Troubles,
separates
the
National league on a tour of
upbuilding
Houston today. "Chicago" and an old system.
Does not contain poisons, opiates
It is and ever will
the living from the dead. The New the under-worlstartling Information.
drugs. Ask for booklet world this .winter. You may imagine heaIth free on application to
priest found In the little village had or
modern. There
or
less
more
remain
of
to
Kckman
and
recoveries
Because
write
of
telling
hatred
for
his
he
is
and
Testament
family
literally
absolutely
stood uncovered by the shallow grave Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evi- how dearly the Giants will sell their jae Duffy MaK Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. T.
a person Is al
before
for
woe
is
here,
changed his name from Chandler to true. There is a hereafter; the pro
that held the fragments of flesh and dence. For sale by all leading druggists lives for the added prestige of that
choice as to
or
her
his
make
to
lowed
Chaloner
to
and
refers
not
were
his
always
lying when they spoke
phets
bone that could be found.
magic title. It Is incentive enough
most
aim
"In
heaven, the
Boston
murders
for,
anyfact,
brother as "Sheriff Boh" Chandler and of hell fire, and the Roman Catholic which goal they
"A No. 1" was an enigma, even to Name Is
All Over the World. to make New York fight to the last
Written
under-worlor
team
the
Hub
hell
kingdom of
but
the
The
thing
spltball.
of
name
as
others
the
his
church is correct in its statement
of the
the men with whom he iiad roamed to
all these years he never diselos ditch even If the lion's share
In
so
to
to
look
a
must,
or
forward
with
she
speak, 'pay
pleasure
tives."
that there is hereafter. I have a mod- sin, he
all parts of the world He told no one ed
true name to any person nor spoils did not go: to the victorious, meeting with Mathewson. In 1909 the
his
I will
la
mlnet
tho
vengeance
The former inmate of Bloomlngdale erately mild torture compared with
piper;
his name, his birthplace or of his fam- did he ever hear from his parents and team. Furthermore, this Is a year of
'Blx
Six'
It
massacred
half
what
means
speed
boys
says'
precisely
No.
in
arrived
Alexandria
a
case
the
repay,'
with
"A
1",
suit
In
other persons
life,
my walk of
ily. He reas merely
the title conferred upon him by his years, for upon it devolves the pres when he was at the height of his filled, with
debts must be
and
a
to
tittle,
and
Maine
to
jot
his
I
From
a
to
because
be
of
legal,
works,
the
of
rival
poetical
This
tramps.
the
happened
largely
major leagues.
king
became the only tige
tutor in tramp-craf- t
glory. They now figure him an 'old and biographical.
His negro valet truthful and - moderately honest man squared. After new arrivals in, h9il
California, his name Is engraved on
which differentiated him is the 'rubber' of world's champion- man'
Mardesignation
Of
to
those
days.
compared
carried a pair of saddle bags, which by nature and also largely because I have stepped to the captain's office
water taiku, box cars, steps. In fact from the rest of the army of hoboes ships. Each league has now four
fal
no
Hub
The
fear.
the
has
quard
find
could
1"
coutained
the usual Chaloner fare- - had my share of hell while on earth and settled, their Joy and feasting be
in of which he was a
everywhere "A No.
shining member, titles to its credit, and upon this fall's lacy that Boston Americans prove bread
'
went
his
cabalistic
water. Despite the heat in being a New Yorker of social stand- gins.
and
down
of
civic
empty spai'ti,
Every part ot the country has been result hinges a great deal
a cinch for left handers has been ex he wore an overcoat, which he removand far
alms
"It
requires higher
.signature.
ing, but no money. (Pray have no
1, and thousands of pride among the fraternity.
visited by
The HneuD embraces just ed and spread over his knees, and a
ploded.
achieve
and
to
aspire
greater
pains
Intended t'.o Quit and Settle Down.
Uncle
Tom, if Uncle
fear, my dear
If the Giants and Red Sox meet;.
water tanks In mountains and on des
left.handed swatters, and one of heavy blue suit. He was sockless, for Tom
which I mean any one
He was known tc every railroad
by
paradise
which
I
I'm
damned
if
you
are,
are
conand both are in the same sort of
erts, barns in cities and hamlets
ozones of heaven than
,he8ef Tria SpeaUer pounda torkhand he says, he can't keep his socks up believe,
man In the country. "I believe I will
pray have no fear of my of the various
decorated with the cabalistic sign aiuon that enabled tnera to mane.HngJng har(Jer thftn th0 rightwlnged
to achieve hell; though such
nad
to
without
and
his
aspire
hurt
garters
garters
quit this wid settle down," he
next
would
sleepiness tonight.)
such brilliant season's records, the kind.
showing whither his steps
White" a day or so be- be turned.
told "Chica
"I like your fine airs, my Dead Ar- aspirations are far harder of achievelegs. Therefore he omits the hosiery.
world's series is bound to be worth
adone
' I have seen every
under-worlYork
will
"New
have
or the
great
s
Chaloner
fore the accident.
has
a
but I'll ruffle that smooth spirit ment than the
"message"
psychic
chie,
In
in
Denver
A No. 1 was
October, while. Personally I think the Red Sox
been through from
of
I
that
no
vantage
of
having
sin."
at
world
expense.
of
the
which
he received from a ot yours before I've done communi- kingdom
hell,
part
three years ago. His arrival on the better of the two teams. To my one. world's series
This former confederate veteran, bosom
campaign.
The veteran tells of another kinghave plenty of money and I am get- the rods ot a Pullman car was not an mind
cating with you tonight (I doubt it,
as much by should
have
they
proved
prove a big boon in a battle friend of Chaloner and a prominent Uncle Tom, it takes a lot to ruffle
dom or state, of being which he terms
ting old. This will be my last year event in the history of the city that going through the whole season with
my
among youngsters on both sides. member of the Manhattan club of New
he says,
on 'the road.' "
called for any comment and his stay out one serious slump. I think that
spirit after 15 years of hell on earth "Annihilation." "Thought,"
There have been many Instances York. This "message" Chaloner does at the hands of the New oYrk
to prevent annihilation.
essential
"A No. 1" was a tramo by nature lasted but a few hours, in which, how"is
courts.)
chamin a long race like a season's
to
where a young team . outgamed
and king of all wanderers by virtue ever, he demonstrated the fact that
noi' profess to call a real message
"As I began, his Satanlo Majesty has Parties who prefer annihilation
pionship of 154 games the Giants luinch of veterans. The Athletics vs.
In
reached
a
early
determination,
of
from hell, saying that it is the fabri- been graciously pleased to permit me having to think, will get annihilation.
here was one tramp that knew how to would suffer greatly by comparison.
Cubs In 1910 Is a very striking ex cation of "X
his career, to travel 1,000,000 miles do things, after the manner of men But a
faculty" or subconscious to communicate with you tonight, I The number is large. Annihilation can
world's
series
championship
But it must be remembered power he used to obtain publicity in am
railroad.
of
toll
to
any
without paying
who travel in better state. His travel and a 154 game series are different ample.
permitted to exercise what you only be achieved by being stripped
Connie
veteran
of
the
that
a
and
moral
His greatest cross was the memory
pitchers
all
mental
one's
faculties,
his
to
a
obtain the impeachment are pleased to term your faculty to
railroad
fight
Ing costume, consisting of
Mack, who shouldered the chief re of United States District Judge Holt, an unlimited extent in a
more painful
that In an unguarded moment he .once man's overall suit, was doffed as Boon propositions.
immeasurebly
process
limitstrictly
"Usually other things being at all sponsibility against Chicago, carried before whom
gave up $7.50 to pay for a journey an as his train reached the Union depot,
Chaloner, then Chand- ed sphere of information. I shall con- than having one's arms and legs cut
dash
short
this
it
equal
up
puts
right
skittish
and
he
the
never
which
young
players along ler, was adjudged insane and commit- duct you to the hall of audience and of without chloroform.
offense
repeated.
revealing beneath it a well made bust to the batteries. More than ever will with them."
Like many another tramp, his deci- hess
They tossed such great ted to Bloomlngdale.
suit, and his first move was to
report to you all I see and hear. I am "So you see, my ,dear Archie, there
sion to adopt a life of vagrancy came ward a barber shop, where he obtain- battery strength figure in this fall's ball that the kids never had a chance
The "message" contains the cheer- standing against a wall looking to- Is trouble ahead for pretty nearly evOutside- the points the toIose their nerve.
from what he regarded as an unde- ed a shave and put on a clean collar big series.
ing information that there is hope for ward the fiery throne. Upon said erybody. No church pretends to rave
"One thing) is certain. New York is those who
served punishment in school and once Then he went into a barroom and teams shape up as of about equal
go to hell and that "if you throne sits Saatan. His features are a sinner except that sinner sincerely
inure to the hardships of a wander- earned a few quarters by carving like strength. The Red Sox lay it all over not likely to lose Its nerve in theconv are a dead game sport you may get
precisely those of his power. He is repents. Unless that repentance is as
er's existence, he found his greatest nesses of some of the inmates out of the Giants in the matter of outfield lng eries, and Boston may. The through if you are honest and not a dressed
precisely in the costume of deep as the crime it is no repentance
joy In riding the rods and beating the raw potatoes. This fund was to car- strength. Boston boasts the greatest Giants proved their gamenesa against hog."
Michael
Angelo's statue entiled 'The in the eyes of the law down ber 22
of the game. But New York ful- the
blind bapgasre, with occasional rests
Athletics last fall, The Red Sox
him to the
Chaloner talked to his visitors for Thinker placed over the tomb of the said deficit must be made up by pains
stop, where he trio
In
infield:
this
in 001110 iioboe's resort untiJ tiie puti ry
the
the
white hours. At times he
have V$evi" shown
repeated th& performance, for A No. ly equalizes
appeared to be Medici In Florence. The hall of audi and penalties.
which he had predicted for himself, I was never "dead broke" and apprecihas an exceptionally classy in- feather and will not likely start at
laboring under a severe nervous strain ence is miles long, miles wide and
"Order is the first law of hell as it
ner
BoBton's
is
first
line
not
came to him In Texas
looks
defense;
this late day.
Altogether it
ated the good things which money
on occasions, particularly during mlleshigh.
and
is
of heaven, and doubt expressed pre
11
brilliant.
Old.
Year
Larry Gardner, at third, Is like the best world's series of his a denunciation of Colonel
Began to Tramp When
would buy, even if he earned It in an
Roosevelt
("Q. Would I be considered imper- vents harmony. Doubt felt, but not
San Francisco waB the birthplace of unconventional way.
the best of the lot, and there are three tory from every angle."
and his third party plans for the south tinent if I exclaimed, "Well
or more third basemen in his own
this unique traveler, where his parplayed, expressed, has no such evil results.
of His Travels.
Writes
he became disconnected In his utter- Uncle Tom A. Not in the
History
ents were persons of moderate means
"Satan will be only too charmed at
my
are
that
least,
ranked
than
A
IN
company1
LAUGHING
CHILD
higher
HAPPY,
For a brief time A No. 1 was a capances. An Interesting observation was dear
Archie).
and some culture. He was born 1 italist in a small
the
Boston
man.
the
advent of the inlllenium because
HOURS.
A
FEW
was
way, and that
that, at moments of his greatest ex"To resume. The hail of the audi- of what he is, a prince of paradise
"But the infield four of the Speed
jyears ago, and when 11 years old the years ago when he won a tramp's race
citement, his voice and gestures were ence is of rubies. (My brace of blood- as well as Lord of Hell."
Incident that changed him from a across
the continent, the prize being Boys cover a multitude of sins by If Cross, Feverish, Tongue Coated or almost identical with those of the
hounds are strongly giving tongue.
mischievous school boy Into the noof
Following the session, which ChalSick, Give "Syrup
Figs."
a gold medal and a tidy sum of mon- heavy stick work. Every one of them
man whom he was assailing.
I ask if they
mad de luxe of all trampaom, occurred.
Might
oner
said would be one of many, he
Is
ala
Heine
is
to
led
slugger.
write
him
Wagner
ey. The experience
The "message" from hell resulted know what you are writing?
Rather than Bubmit to an unmerited and
boarded a train for Merry Mills, his
Mother! Don't scold your cross
a book about himself and most as much of a terror as his Ilpublish
"Now, my dear Archie,
penalty for some violation of the rules his travels and from the proceeds of lustrious namesake of the Pirates. peevish child! Look at the tongue. from a query In the Illustrated London
you may estate, at Cobham, Va.
of the school, he ran away to New Or- this venture he endowed a small fund Jake Stahl Is a fence buster. In de- See if it Is white, yellow and coated! Magazine, asking if no one had ever permit me to remind you of your barreceived a message telling the nature gain not to jeer at my communicaleans.
Central and South America to be
given to orphans at his death, fensive speed and Bkill New York If your child Is listless, drooping, isn't of
the after state of being. Remem- - tions. (I apologize). In place of mor
were the next countries the lad visit- and
eat
sleeping well, is restless, doesn't
bought a tombstone which is set undoubtedly lays it over Boston's
Krerybody reads Tka Optta.
ed and then, with a yearning for
out
of
or
is
cross,
irritable,
in a wieildy beatuiful spot near
However, the Hub's superior heartily
up
home and a willingness to take the Cambridge
Springs, Pa., where he hitting power and the outfield ad- sorts with everybody, stomach sour,
promised thrashing, he began to re- hoped to be interred. On this tombvantages make it just about a toss feverish, breath bad; has stomachtrace his steps.
ache; diarrhoea, sore throat, or is
'
stone is caTved tris epitaph.
up.
Fortune cast his Iuc while still makfull of cold,, it means the little one's
A No. 1.
of
a
near
pitch"It's
question
pretty
ing northward with 'that of a grown
stomach, liver and 30 feet of bowels
The Rambler.
wondering, then. Both teams have
up tramp, known to the hobo world as
are filled with poisons and foul, conAt Rest at Last.
clasMcGraw's
ful
catchers.
Meyers,
"Frenchy," who adopted the boy and
waste matter and need a gensy Indian backstop, has nothing on stipated
taught him the rudiments of scientiftle,
thorough
cleansing at once.
in
a
shade
MGR.
M'CORT'S CONSECRATION
Carrlgan, except perhaps
ic living without to!) and of travel
a
Give
of Syrup of Pigs,
teaspoonful
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept, 17. The hitting ability. It, is his superior and in a few hours all the
without a ticket. "Frenchy" fell into
clogged up
should
box
that
give
the hands of the law eventually, and Righ Rev. Monsignor John J. McCort strength in the
waste, undigested food and sour bile
at
start
the
was
a
shade
bishStahl
consecrated
advantage
to
led
he
today
was
as he
auxiliary
prison
being
will gently move on and out of its litcalled to his young companion, "You'll op of the Roman Catholic diocese of He has five rattling good tossers, any tle waste clogged bowels without naube a tramp all your life, and I want Philadelphia with the title of "bishop one of whom Is likely to make Mc- sea,
griping or weakness, and you will
The ceremony took place Graw's,. best step to the limit Joe
1. Just put that mark of Azotus.
you to be
have a well, happy and smiling
surely
wherever you go and when I get out in the cathedral in the presence of a Wood, Bedlent, Hall, O'Brien and Col- child
again
shortly.
wonor jail I'll catch up with you some- - large assemblage of bishops, clergy lins. Wood is one of the most
With Syrup of Figs you are not
ta
a
He
of
and
the
The
derful
age.
was
the last the boy
where." That
laymen.
complete ritualistic
pitchers
your children, being comever saw of his friend, though he al- ceremony of the church was carried speed marvel of the Walter Johnson drugging
of luscious figs, senna
posed
entirely
ways cherished the hope that some out in the consecration.
Archbishop type. Bedient is another fast ball and aromatlcs It cannot be harmful,
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
day Frenchy would find the "moniker" Prendergast officiated as chief conse-crato-r pitcher, and a dandy, too. Hall is a besides they dearly love Its delicious
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
and the Right Rev. McDevitt good curve ball manipulator. 'Bucky' taste.
or signal which he faithfully left at
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
O'Brien, just rounding1 Into effectiveevery stopping place for thirty years. preached the econsecration sermon.
Mothers should always Keep Syrup
ness for the first time this season, of
statements.
stomFigs handy. It is the only
is one of the greatest spltball fling-er-s
ach liver, and bowel cleanser and regHe can be trusted because his very business existence is at itake.
Is
in tho big league. Ray Collins
GIRLS! GIRLS! SURELY TRY THIS!
ulator needed a little given today
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
a southpaw and a crack erjack, too.
will save a sick child tomorrow.
DOUBUS BEAUTY OF YOUR HAIR "New
only in mating the goods right, but in advertising, which
York will have the time of Its
Full directions for children of all
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
five
life beating any one of these
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly printed
ALL YOU NEED IS A 25 CENT BOTTLE
OF "DANDERINE"
HAIR men unless the Giant tossers fling on the
good secure repeat orders.
package.
GETS LUSTROUS, FLUFFY AND ABUNDANT AT ONCE
shutout ball. New York has never
Ask your druggist for the full name,
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
seen such speed as Wood will show. "Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna,
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Immediate Yes! Certain? that's whose hair has been neglected or is O'Brien is a better spltball tosser
prepared by the California Fig Syrup
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, bethe joyj of it. Your hair becomes scraggy, faded, dry, brittle or thin. than Hendrix ot the Pirates. Collins Co. This is the delicious tasting, genBesides 'beautifying the hair, Dander- Is the beBt
Ameri- uine old reliable. Refuse
in
the
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
else
and
abundant
apwavy,
fluffy,
anything
light,
ine dissolves every particle of dand- can league.
offered.
as
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
lustrous
and
beautiful
soft,
pears
ruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates
"Against this brilliant array ot box
money in telling others of their goodness,
as a young girl's after a Danderine the scalp, forever
stopping itching talent the Giants will have to stack
LEAGUE OF MUNICIPALITIES
hair cleanse. Just try this moisten and falling hair, but what will please Mathewson, Marquard and Tesreau.
U
Buffalo, N. Y., Septe. 17. Delegates
to Buy
a cloth with a little Danderine and you most will be after a few And of the three, Tesreau looms up from nearly all of the
cities
principal
carefully draw It through your hair, weeks' use of Danderine, when you as the great hope. Strangely enough, of the United Staates and from Tortaking one small strand at a time. will actually see new hair fine and the Red Sox fear this green, inex- onto, Ottawa, Winnipeg and several
This will cleanse the hair of dust, downy at ilrst yes but really new perienced tosser more than they fear other Canadian cities have arrived in
dirt or excessive oil and In just a hair growing all over the scalp. If Matty or the Rube. Tesreau Is big Buffalo to attend the sixteenth anfew moments you have doubled the you care for pretty, soft hair, and lots enough to work every other day if nual convention of the
League of Amof it; surely gjt a 25 cent bottle of necessary, and he has
beauty of your hair.
just the kind erican Municipalities.
The convention
A delightful surprise awaits, particKnowlton's Danderine from any drug of a
spltball that the Red Sox do not sessions will begin tomorrow and conularly those who have been careless, store or toilet counter and just try it. relish.
tinue over Thursday and Friday.
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beting a previous
attempt, of his
to commufriend, the
nicate with him, Chaloner says that
while in bed he got into communication with the deceased and a description of hell, covering 11 pages of legal, foolscap was the result.
The manuscript contains Chaloner's
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STANDARD OIL DID
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All five directors, he testified, had
been in the employ of the Standard
Oil company or its subsidiaries.
All
got raises in pay Immediately after
their election and were made officers
of the company. One of them, Welch,
AN OFFICIAL OF BUCKEYE PIPE was made
superintendent of the SigLINE COMiPANY DISCLOSES
net division displacing a veteran emFACTS
ploye named Hite.

TAFT All ARISTOCRAT;
CCOSEVELT

2
9

17, 1912.

GSEHILAW

New York, Sept. 17. Officers and
employes of the Standard Oil company are still In command of the
Buckeye Pipe Line company, a former subsidiary of the Standard company, according to D. S. Bushnell, the
Buckeye's president, who testified today before a referee in the Standard
Mr.
litigation.
Bushnell Baid he had been elected
president of the Buckeye, Northern
and Indiana' Pipe line companies and
the New York Transit companies in
December, 1911,
immediately after

Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 17. Denunciation of Taft and Roosevelt was the
feature of Bryan' speech at the Colorado state fair here today. He
to President Taft as an "aristocrat by birth and environment" and
said that association with the Intel-est- s
had ' developed his aristocracy.
Roosevelt would have been satisfied
with the republican party had he been
nominated, Bald Bryan.
"Taft is honest, and means well,
said the commoner, "but he Is constantly distrustful of the people; has
not the Confidence he ought to have
In the Intelligence of the average man.
He is an aristocrat by birth and environment andjhe has never lent active help Jet mpvements for the benefit of the people. Taft Is called a
'standpatier'Abecause he stands still
while the people go on.
"A year ago Roosevelt never raised
a hand to help LaFollette in his fight
with Taft and 'LaFollette is a thousand times .better reformer than
Roosevelt ever was. ?
Roosevelt's- demand for a commission to regulate corporations, Bryan
characterized as the most dangerous
plan ever presented to the American
people. "It Is a, step toward socialism,"
he declare, ,"and) by placing complete
:
of a few men it
power a the
would jltp "ip
predatory interests
still more ic verwCul incentive to enter politics and; elect a president."

the dissolution decree against the
Standard became effective. The elec
tions, he said, were held, within an'
hour at the headquarters of the Stand-aid- .

Governor Wilson - selected for his
speech at 'theTYair "grounds the pure
food laws' aSd qifestions concerning
said the
their enforcement , which
other tfyo parties '.ere incapable of
governor's
accomplishing. f 'The
speech ati tho air grounds was sched
uled tor 2 o'clock and lmmeaitaely al
ter it a special train, arranged for by
Southt)akbta" democrats, was to carry him to Sioux Falls, S. D-- , for an
)
evening address,
Woodrow Wilson became a "good
Indian" ; today i with the proviso, how
ever, that he was not as a conse
quence "a dead" Indian." The democratic candidate was made a member
of the Tribe of Sioux, a municipal orginazatlon, and was presented with a
diamond pin and publicly initiated bo
fore a crowd in the auditorium here.
While the crowds cheered, the gover
nor took the following pledge set be
fore him, by' ;theTribe of the Sioux:
"On the sacre"a tomahawk and pipe,
I solemnly and sincerely promise and
vow , tliit khejfcefortO' and forever I
shall endeavor to be a 'good Indian
whether successful or unsuccessful 1&
the quest of moose or any other game
and .that no, Iipatfcf fhow exalted my
station in life I shall neglect no op
portunity .to contribute to the wel
fare of the,' Tribe of the Sioux."
The, candidal addressing the stu
dents of Morningslde uouege, argued
that student life was not taken seas
riously "enough" ln' Tthis country
Governor
with
compared
Europe.
Wilson " later motored to the fair
grounds where he Was to deliver his
principal address of the day.
"

While the act of
commmitted by General Count Mare- suke Kogl and his wife as an expression of grief for the dead emperor of
rj&jmvis- revolting to our western
Ideals, the whole world must respect
the love and devotion which prompted it. The situation had a most dra
matic setting. Just as the signal gun
In the palace grounds boomed forth
the anouncement that the body of the
emperor was leaving for its last resting place, the grizzled general of the
army, of Japan plunged a dagger Into
his throat and his devoted wife committed the act of hari-Uar- l.
Thus,
yielding to. the ancient custom of Japan, the great soldier followed his emperor Into the great beyond, to be
near him where souls live eternaly.
The death of Nogl and his' wife fuif
nlshed the deeply tragic note to the
ceremonies attending the burial of
Emperor Mutsuhlto. It revived for the
moment the spirit of old Japan and
Tecalled the centuries of that coun
It impressed upon
try's mysticism,
the world those majestic traits of Or
iental character that, while accepting
the Innovations of a new civilization,.
do not renounce allegiance to trad
tlon and custom. General Nogi heard
the whispered voices of a hundred em
perors calling to him from the misty
past. He saw the faces of the myriad
soldiers of Japan who had fallen-- in
that religious fervor which is the
apothesis of patriotismm. No doubt
the general and his wife talked of
the sons they had lost in that terrible
charge up 203 Meter Hill In the war
with Russia;
In the exaltation of their last mo
ments Nogi and his wife must have
listened again to the triumphant bat
tle cry which inspired the hosts of
the late emperor to glorious sacrifice.
Not for this great man and this
...
J
vi
splendid woman wei w mo iuu
and. Amnr.ca
of
out
Eur.ope
came
Not for them were the manners and
observances of other nations. Through
their veins flowwed the blood of the
Samurais and in their hearts were
the vital forces of a race that gloried
In its own history and the zeal, cour
aee and loyalty of ita own people. Old
subiiia
Japan was calling them. The
'able influences of a thousand years
swayed over the superficial Impulses
of modernism. Thus, hand, in hand,
General Nogl and his mate went
forth in extatic rapture to attend their
beloved emperor in the Vale of Shin
to where forever and forever they
hall walk with their ancestral saints
amid bowers of unfading wistaria and
amarynthine blossoms. At least, that
ia what they thought they were doing,
and the millions of their countrymen
share the conviction. Kansas City
Journal.

Wllil

;
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There has been a meeting of the
Buckeye's stockholders subsequently
to the
Mr. Bushnell
Bald.
He obtained proxies from the
majority. holders of the other. 199,995
shares, he said, at which the directors
were elected.
He sent these proxies, He said, to
John D. Rockefeller, John D. Arch-bolJames A. Morrett and other
stockholders. They were returned
signed properly. Samuel Untermey-er- ,
for the Waters-Pierc- e
company,
took up the organization of the Buck
eye company, carried into effect its
part under the dissolution decree. Mr.
Bushnell said that the direcotrs elected were O. S. June, R. L. Bates, T.
W. Dillon, L.VW. Welch and himself.
..Wilson In Sioux City.
Sioux City, Ia.f'Sept. 17. Governor Altogether they owned five shares, he
Woodrdfeft1 found this city astir said, out of 200,000.
With enthusiasm and gaily decorated
today when he arrived at 9:30 o'clock
for a rrpgr4ra, offispeeches, most im
portant of which was an address at
the interstate fair.
The governor was taken by automobile, to Morningside College where
he spoke to eight 'hundred students.
Returning to town, he shook hands in
C .V
i z ;?4
a public reception with a long proces-

r

sion of people.
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FAIR
White' Rivet Junction, Vt.,'. Sept. 17.
The Vermont state fair opened to
day with every department well filled
STATE

with flxhlhjtsi and numerous
attractions.
j
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high-clas- s

-

Ribs,

set-Bac-

Sept."

$10.32.

.

NUT
LUMI

Apparel Department Running Over Full of the
Season's Latest Novelties

Exquisitely beautiful Creations of Style Craft and Workmanship brought out in every line of this
marvelous collection of Ladies'
Garments. Surely it is worth while to select a Suit or
Coat from a Reliable firm that ca ries only first class merchandise and stakes its' entire future on the
satisfaction that it gives'its' customers y.
The greatest assortment of varied Styles is here for your
inspection that has ever been assembled under this roof.

n

ar

to-da-

Jacket Suits, Coat Length, 34 inches

......$15 to $4o

Great Collection of ($25.00 Suits)
Evening Dresses, dainty shades and Trimmings
Coats,
and full length
... .....
Waists.jfall models....

'

A

i

to 45.00
.. ....$10 to $35
$1.50 to $10
.$5 to $20
17.50

er

Skirts, latest styles

J

-

Below We Quote a Few Very Special Values Good For Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, September 16, 17 and 18, Only
DOY'S

ALL

WOOL

LONG SILK

WOMEN'S 25C

GLOVES

HOSE

Nobby All Wool Suits for
Boy's. We ate showing a
fuller line than ever. Ages

run from 4
PRICES

to 17

B

'

f'jfwo

years.

03 to C3

Star

:

""

;

No Seam

"

Monday Only

Per Pair

Each

$1.29

19c

69c

.

,

LADIES'AND

ALL

;

Tow

SHOES FOR FALL
With or

With-

out Fringe
or Cut
Corners;

els-

Each

Each

19c

$2.98

-

AND

This Season has brought
some very
styles
and you want to be ' sure ' to
Reduced
get the right ones by seeing
the correct shapes at Ba"
20;-'!charactis, Service and Style
Combined at prices from
PERCENT

.pumps'"

SEE THE NEW

s

TIE-O-

hi

E.LASVECAS.

i

un-usu- al

the Store of Quality"
.1

MEN'S

OXFORDS

Extra Good

Turkish"

Sheeting

SPREADS

$4.GQ GRADE

Napped

Quality

Si to 10

Wear Well

Victor Talking Machines and

BED

Heavy

Good

,

i.Hpse

Taffeta

-

AGENTS FOR

Records

lj

1

Black Cotton

Double Tips
JBIacV & White'

40C

TOWELS

Size 81x90

Kayser Made

Most mothers ia Las Vegas are acquainted with out
Great Line of Service able

SHEETS

VALUE

SUITS NOW HEBE..

v

VERMONT

.

31.

k
Liberal receipts of hogs gave a
sales
varied
First
to provisions.
from last night's level to 2u cents below with January pork $18.23; lard
.
The closing
$10.50 and ribs
quotations were:
Wheat, Sept. 92; Dec. 90.
Corn, Sept. 69; Dec. 52.
Oats, Sept. 32: Dec. 32.
Pork, Sept. $16.90.
Lard, Sept. $10.77.
'

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Nancy S.;Laughlan Carrick, a silver
haired woman who lived next door to
the Marshall family, approached him
and recalled to the Indiana executive
how he In years gone by, helped her
pick plums from, the trees In her yard.
From (La ' Grange Governor Marshall
will return1 to Hanibal, where he Is
to speak tonight. He will be In St.
and address the
Louis Wednesday.
luncheon.
at
club
City

s

H

-

Marshall Welcomed In Missouri
La Grange, Mo., Sept. 17. Citizens
of this; ittle; town, were profuse in
their welcome" of Governor Thomas
R. Marshall of Indiana, when he arrived here today to visit the town in
which he had lived, as a .child. Gover-- !
nor and1 Mrs.' Marshall were driven to
Ute little two, story frame cottage occupied by the Marshall family during
his residence here. The house had
been decorated in honor of the visit.
During his visit at the cottage, Mrs.

...

9.

7

i
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dian Paciic and Heading the leutuie.
a
Although only advancing wltxnn
tuu
rate
fraction of yesterday's high
the east.
market yielded none ol us advantage,
boine of the active issues, iiuludiUo
The
confidence
that
many Union Pacific and Steel, selling high.
Implicit
people have in Chamberlain's Colic, er than before. The niarket cioseii
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is
founded on their experience in the strong.
use of that remery and their knowDespite considerable' realizing, best
ledge of the many remarkable cures prices were established In the last
or colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
of greater
It has effected.
For sale by all deal- hour to the accompaniment
over
embraced
advance
.
The
ers.
activity.
a score of issues with numerous gains
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
of two to three points. The last sales
Kansas City, Set 17. Cattle,
were:
19,000, including 200. southerns. Amalgamated
88
Copper
Market steady to 10 cents lower. Na- American .Beet
Sugar ....,,...127
tive steers $610. 75; southern steers Atchison ...
.1084
139
$4.256.50; southern cows and heif- Great Northern
ers $3.2ii5; native cows and heif115
New York Central
ers $3.258.50; stockers and feed- Northern Paifio
......128
ers $4.507.50; bulls $3.755; calves
..169
Reading .
$4.509.25; western steers $5.50 Southern Pacific
Ill
10.00; western cows $3,256.
......170
Union Pacififc
Hogs, receipts 7,000. Market steady United States Steel
74
to 10 cents lower.
Bulk of sales ITnited States
113
fd
Steel,

fact that freezing weather northwest
came too late to do much damage
on the
proved an additional influence
was
demand
ciiiih
Besides,
side.
bear
roported only moderate and tho
movement of spring wheat from farms
was heavy. The opertiw was unDecember
5 V; lower.
changed to
to 90, a loss of a
started at 90
',4 and declined to 90
shade to
The close was steady with December
at 90, net gain of a share.
Abnetice of predicted frost weakened the prices of corn. December opencent
ed the same as last night to
to 52 and seemed indown at 51
clined to keep within that range. The
close was firm VM'V cents net high
er for December at 52
Oats eased off with other grain.
December started unchanged to shade
and sagged
up at Z232V to 32 to

Satisfaction Guaranteed in Every Article We Sell
'

lk

d

s.

...

f

limited,-- '
jtate, with demand somewhat
iionda were steady.
The advance of the liot stieiigtUeu-ematerially, however, with Cana-

,

Ready-to-We- ar

'
-

guished visitors will remain in Vancouver until Sunday and afterwards
will visit New Westminster, Prince
Rupert, Nanalmo, Victoria, Nelson
and several other cities of British Columbia. October 6 is the date fixed
for beginning the return journey to

KING AT ARMY MANEUVERS.
London, Sept. 17 King George journeyed today from Balmoral to Cambridge to attend the military maneuvers, which this year are being conducted on a more extensive scale than
ever befoie. The British army with
a large force of territorial cyclists,
and the army wing of the royal flying
corps added, are engaged in a practical demonstration of what may be expected to happen it a hostile force
landed on the east coast, in the vicinity of Harwich, and advanced on London. The maneuvers cover a large
area of which Cambridge ia the central point. His majesty is to spend
three days at Cambrige, during which
time he is to be quartered at the Master's Lodge, Trinity College, occupying the same rooms that were used by $8.308.65;
heavy - $8.258.50;
Queen Victoria and the Prince Con- packers and butchers $8.308.70;
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
sort in 1847 and later by King Ed- lights
$8.308.70; pigs $6.257.
Chicago, Sept. 17. Increasing Euward vn.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market strong. ropean stocks had a depressing effect
Muttons $3.504.50; lambs $6.00
today on the wheat market here. The
7.50; range wethers and yearlings
WELCOME TO CONNAUGHT.
Vancouver, B. C, Sept. 17 The peo- $4.05.50; range ewes $2.504.
ple of Vancouver are making great
preparations for the reception and en- NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sept 17. Today's stock
tertainment of the Duke of Connaught
and his party, who are scheduled to market lost none of Its recent pro
arrive in this city tomorrow afternoon. fessional tone. Trading was again in
The main streets are gay with flags moderate volume with a firm under
and bunting, and the indications are tone and gains of a point or better by
that the decorations will be the most Reading, Canadian Pacific and Atlanelaborate ever seen here. The vice tic Coast line. Industrials lagged by
regal party will be we'eomed at the contrast although Steel and Coppers
station by a committee of provincial and the Canadian issues sold above
and city officials, headed by Lieuten- yesterday's final figures. Call money
ant Governor Paterson. The distin opened at five per cent, yesterday's
;

r
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SILK WAISTS

'Grays
WTER

FOR FALL and

Dr. W.R.Tipton
returned last night
from a short business
trip to Wat-rou-

A

DAILY

MADE

out, all the ladies of the city being
welcome.
Handsome, prizes will e
awarded.

B. P. Robinson

are proud to
have the most Upko-dat-

y, we
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See us for anything el
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for the NEW DEA 10c
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FEONE

IAIN

came in last even-in-g
home In Wagon Mound

hi,

on business.

104
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FOUR MORE INDICTMENTS.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 17. The
grand jury has returned four more in-

dictments. ,Tbey are:
Jose Santos Ortiz, for assault with
deadly weapon, He was arraigned before Judge E. C. Abbott and pleaded
not guilty.
Jose Pacheco, assault with deadly
He was arraigned and enweapon.
tered plea of not guilty.
., t
.Mtaeo Alarid, for larceny from the
person. He pleaded guilty, but sentence has not been pronounced. This
was an unusual case
involving i&e
picking up of some $14 in currency
which fell out of a man's pocket In a
saloon.
Miguel Sandoval, for larceny. .Defendant was arraigned, entered a piea
of guilty and was given a suspended
sentence of not less than six nor more

than twelve months.
O. E. McClaln,

for forgery.

He en-

tered a plea of not guilty. The case
is now being heard. McClaln was formerly an employe under Territorial
Engineer C. D. MilW. Judge M. S.
Baker is defending him.
Catarino Cortinas, who was Indicted
for wife abandonment was discharged
on the plea of his wife, after he had
paid the costs Into court.

,

FIRE CHIEFS IN SESSION
Denver, Sept. 17. Chiefs of the fire
departments of many of the leading
cities of the United States and Canada were on. hand today at the opening in this city of the fortieth annual
meeting of the International Association of Fire Engineers. The sessions
will last four days and will be devoted to the discussion of building In
of motor
spection, the advantages
drawn apparatus, the care of fite hy

Radcliff of Raton, accompanied OTHER ATTRACTIONS WERE ENhy his wife, was a visitor in Las
JOYABLE UPON THE OPENING

Vegas today.
NIGHT
Harry Mosiman, supervisor of the
Pecos forest reserve, was a visitor
With one of the finest programs
i'l Las Veas today.
ever presented in Las Vegas the ba,
District Attorney Charles W. G. zaar of the Catholic Ladies' associaWard went last night to Santa Fe on tion wus thrown open last evening
a Bhort business trip,
and a week of fun was commenced.
T. J. Robb, manager of the Phoenix Mr. dnd Mrs. Jack McGreevy appearranch of Watrous, waB in Las VegaB ed in the sidesplitting skit "The Village Fiddler and the Country Girl," as
today visiting his family.
A. P. Moran, postofftee Inspector, the headliners on the bill and several
local
with headquarters in Albuquerque, numbers were presented by
was 111 Las Vegas today on business. stars in a style that commanded the
Fred Stanley left last night on a approval of the large audience.
The entertainment. of the
business trip to Kansas as a representative of 13. E. Johnson, the land was opened with a beautiful soprano
solo toy Miss Gladys Trainer. This
man.
J. H. Kelly and William Shilllnglaw was followed by a clog dance by little
Hughes. Miss Hughes
returned last evening on train No. 7 Rosemary
from a short business trip to Wat-iou- proved one of the hits of the evening.
" "
Miss May Ross, teacher of elocution
Morgan Lloyd of Santa Fe was In and English at the New Mexico Normal
Las .Vagaa, having arrived last even- University, gave a reading, which won
ing frqnj, .the ..Capital City on busi- a round of applause.
Misses Lucy and Marie Clement put
ness. 4 ,
on a little song and dance to the tune
Colonel'
histoE.
Twitchell,
Ralph
;
rian and lawyer, is here from the of "Goblin Man," which, In the opinion of many, was one of the cleverest
Meadow City. Santa Fe New
'
stunts ever staged in Las Vegas by
B. S. Lane, representing
Wilsca local talent.
The McGreevy skit was a winner
Brothers', furnishers, of Chicago, was
in
every sense of the word, and the
on
in Las Vegas today calling
the
tumultous aplause which followed it
trade.
R. M. Rohrer of the Topeka Mica illustrated the approval with which it
was'
Mining company, returned this after was received. Some rare comedy
noon from a short business trip to staged by this couple and the audience was in an uproar during the en,
Topeka.
Emile Clement, son of Mrs. S. A. tire time they were on the stage.
local
Clement, left this afternoon for San They worked several jokes of
audiMarcial, where he will join the Santa interest into their act and the
ence had a hearty laugh at the exFe engineering gang.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Welst of Wag pense of the people mentioned. The
on Mound came in last evening from act was brought to a close by a duet,
their home In' .their automobile, and violin and horn, which made the patrons of the bazaar laugh until their
were visitors In Las Vegas today.
of
Wagon sides ached.
John Pugh, the bean king
As the country fiddler, "Mac1' is a
Mound, accompanied by his cousin,
Mrs.
but genuine specimen.
rare
came
in
Ed Shedd of Columbus, O.,
:
last evening from the Pugh ranch "Mac" looks the part of the country
girl, and It is little wonder that this
near Wagon Mound.
to the poMinor Meriweather, who has been couple have won their way
on
of
the
headliners
sition
Orpheum
in Las vegas aunng me
pbi bia circuit and are
wherfavorites
general
his
for
tomorrow
leave
months, will
ever
.
they play.
parents' home1 on the banks of the
The bazaar was opened with short
Potomac river in Vlrgltla.
of tfrrmost promin speeches by Judge D. J. Leahy, and
AfA. Jofles.-onWilliam J. ;MiljB,: who
ent democratic leaders ta the state,
the Catholic ladies on
complimented
Las
Ve'gas, having
is here today from
efforts toward building up their
their
a
attend
to
gatherarrived yesterday
church. Colonel M. M. Padgett preing of party leaders. Albuquerque
sided over this part of the evening's
Herald.
- program.
Franof
San
Mrs. Myer Friedman
.
i
t.AM l
The opera house is prettily decorat.
To. VaiTQa
CISCO, Wno BUS ueeu iu mi
ed
for the bazaar and many attracEmma
Mrs.
of
several days the guest
booths are arranged around the
tive
Friedman,
Hannah
Mrs.
Cohn and
10
for foyers. The Las Vegas Lodge of
left this afternoon on train No.
B. P. O. Elks and the Las Vegas counTenn.
and
Memphis,
St. Louis, Mo.,
of the Knights of Columbus have
C. C. Corey and E. C. Clements, cil
two
of the prettiest booths in the hall
the
dyna
who have been installing
The former is decorated in purple
and
other
ap
new
switch
boards,
mos,
and white bunting, and with several
paratus In the Las Vegas office of the
elks' heads. At this booth
handsome
company,
Union
Telegraph
Western
sold
is
being
fancy work. The Knights
have returned to their headquarters
Columbus
of
booth, which is devoted
Denver.
in
to
of
sweet "stuff," is decor
sale
the
of
Raton,
P. Roseberry
Mrh. H.
in
and blue, the col
white
ated
red,
Gate
the
from
In
came
yesterday
ors of the order.
City, leaving this morning for Gascon,
The country store is another of the
to attend the wedding of her sister,
Miss Bessie Dunn, to Dr. H. JT Hoag attractions of the bazaar. A fish
of Mora, which will be celebrated on ing pond, a Spanish booth, a postofof the peace office, and,
a
Justice
ce,
21,
September
last but not least, a place where one's
fortunes are told, all interesting attractions, are present.
STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
Following the program last even
ing dancing was enjoyed. The SimiNational League.
son orchestra furnished music. Last
Won Lost Pet. night's performance was attended by
New York ..
....95 41 .699 a capacity house.
84
.622
51
Chicago
The program for tonight will be
He
53
.610
Pittsburg
opened by a concert by the orchestra
.507 of the New Mexico Normal Univer
Cincinnati
....70 68
72
63
.467
Philadelphia;
sity. Mrs. Tlllie Reed will dance the
87
.413
57
St. Louis
Highland fling, and the third number
....50 86 .368 on the program will be a colonial
Brooklyn
'.
93
43
.316 dance
Boston ...
;by 16 children.
evc-nin-

,

'

,

e

....
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drants, high pressure sytsems and
other subjects pertaining to fire pre
vention and' fire fighting. J. A. Tremblay of Montreal, John Kenlon of New
.......
York City, C. W. Ringers of Minnea
polis, James Smart "of Calgary, F. J.
The 'admission for tonight will beConnor);1 of Newcastle, Pa.,- and Fred
American League:.
10 cents. ,, Dancing after-tiienter
' Won
Itrodbeck of Salina, Kan., are among f
Lost Pet. tainment.
next
attraction
The
big
.i....97"i-8- .713 of the week will
t: " fire chief's who' are on the pro-- f Boston ...
be staged Thursday
56
for' S& pert or addi'esse"s
.594
Philadelphia ....... ..82
night in the form of a minstrel show
82
57
.590
Washington
come
The antics of the dark-face69
MONTREAL DOG SHOW OPENS
..493 dians never fail to
47
Chicago j : '.
and it la
please
64
75
.460
Montreal,
Sept. 17. The annual Detroit !?
probable that the attendance record
62
76
.449
J)ench show of the Montreal Kennel Cleveland
of the week will be broken on the oc48
88
.353
club opened In the Coliseum today New York ....
casion the appearance of the "Dock- 89
.345
with nearly 1,000 entries from Can St. Louis .......... A1
staders."
ada, the United States and England.
Tomorrow night only Mr. McGreevy
Western League.
Practically every (breed of dog known
will give a monologue act at the baWon Lost Pet. zaar.
to the fancier is represented. The
The stunt will be a funny reDenver
show will continue three days.
......88 W .595 view of Mr. McGreevy's stay in Las
84
65
.564
Omaha
Vegas during the summer. The
66
.554
...82
St. Joseph
GAYNOR IS SUMMONED
will leave Thursday for New
75
70
.518
New Tork, Sept. 17. Mayor Gay-no- r Des Moines
York City to begin their winter en78
.480
.......72
was served today with a summons Lincoln
Mrs. McGreevy also may
gagement.
75
69
.479
in a $100,000 libel suit brought against Sioux City
appear tomorrow night.
78
.477
.....71
him by Alderman Curran, chalrmanu Wichita
Tomorrow afternoon there, will be a
98
.333 card
...49
of the aldermanlc committee investi- Topeka
party under the auspices of the
bazaar association. This will be at
gating graft In the police department
Curran alleged that the mayor made
the Duncan opera house at 2:30
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optlo o'clock. Mrs. David J. Leahy will pre
remarks derogatory to his character
side. No Invitations have been sent
in connection with the investigation. office.'
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PLACE OF ARC LAMPS

!

MA SON 3

I'IIFIELD,

TUNGSTENS TO TAKE

s.

Albuquerque, NVM., Sfftr 17. October 21 to 26 'vill bft a 1: ely wesk In
Albuquerque.
During tmt wook the
various Masonic bodies will gather
in Albuquerque in a contention. For
many years it has been ustomary toi
nearly all the Masonic prganteatlous
to meet here during th fair. This
year, however, the usual course has
been deviated from and :he meetings
will be held ten days after the close
of fair week. The grand lodge and the
grand coramandery ara to convene
during the early part Jf "Masonic"
week and the' Shrine anil the Eastern
Star will have their gatt) jrings toward
the week end. Prominejt members of
the Masonic organizations will De
here from all parts of the state for
the various gatherings.: '
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MARVICK GOES TO

THE

B.

line of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses, Coats, Ski s and
Tailored Suits. r
PRICES

from

OPTIC,

iro

a.

are arriving Daly.
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FORMER SECRETARY OF LOCAL
ASSOCIATION SECURES A
AND LIGHT
COUNCIL WATER
GOOD POSITION
PLAN
NEW
COMMITTEE HAS
ILLUMINATION.
. FOR
Arhur R. Marwick, who recently reas secretary of the Las Vesigned
The water and light committee ol
Y. M. C. A., has been engaged
gas
with
council
the city
has perfected,
the assistance of Manager W. P. by the association of Winfield, Kan.,
Southard of the Las Vegas Light and and will take charge as secretary In
Power company,
a new system, of a short time. The Winfield Dally Coufor
the city streets. The com- rier has the following to say of Mr.
lighting
mittee will report to the council at Warwick's engagement:
The board of directors of the Y. M.
its next regular meeting and it Is expected the plan will be adopted. The C. did some good work for the assoenplan contemplates the discarding of ciation Friday night when they
the present arc lights and the substi gaged Arthur R, Marwick of Las Vetution of tungsten lamps placed in gas, N, M., as 'general secretary of
more advantageous locations.
The the local Y. M. C. A. Secretary Mararc lights do not distribute the light wick is a man of several years exevenly with a consequence tha't the perience In Y. M. C. A. work and has
streets are alternately light and dark, been uniformly successful wherever
while there are many portions of the he has been. He haa been a physical
city ppractically wtiohut Illumination. director a part of the time, but reThe new system, it is understood, will cently has .been doing the combined
not cost the city much more than the work of general secretary and director
of athletics. Mr. Marwick is an Ohio
present lighting arrangement.
man and has done most of his association work In the east, but comes
REMINDED HER OF OLD DAYS to us from Las Vegas.
Secretary
Marwick is Just the kind of man the
House Cleaning board of directors have been looking
Real
In the City Interesting Because
for; a man who can look after the
of Its Novelty.
of young
all around development
as
well as socially
men,
physically
a
real
"There's
The association now
going on next door," said the and morally.
girl who lives on the top floor, "and expects to meet a long felt need of
it's so long slnoe I saw anything ap- the young men in the office, store
proaching it that It seems mighty In- or bank, as well as the students in
teresting. People move .so much in
or high school.
"New York that there doesn't appear college
fellows, look for Marwlck's
Young
.
to.be any more reason for houseclean-ingInto the work
They have nigs Instead of car- coming. Plan to get
pets and they hang pictures on tacks this winter.
and leave their curtains up all sumwoman
mer, which no
would do in the old days.
,
INVESTIGATING TRUSTS.
"But next door they are beating carSept. 17. Government atChicago,
and
shutters
they've
pets and painting
today at the taking
torneys
presented
on
the
huDg all the winter clothes out
tines and washed
the blankets and of the testimony In the government's
suit against the Internationwhitewashed the cellar and put the anti-truwindow screens out and played the al Harvester company what was purhose on them, and. you can Just Imag- ported to be an original agreement by
ine how olean and cool and shining which
George W. Perkins, Cyrus H.
the house will be when it's all over
McCormlck
and Charles Deering
with. Of course It Is not so easy as
formed a "voting trust," which placed
the new way of hiring housecleaning
companies that bring their air brooms them in absoltue control of the
and other apparatus that do the job
corporation.
hours or so, but you
The agreement, dated August 12,
up In twenty-fou- r
cannot convince an old housekeeper 1902, was for ten
years and expired a
that the mflcaine ' way of cleaning few weeks ago. It was introduced
by
house la better 'jthan the old way any
more than you could make her believe the government to show that these
pure food pickles are equal to the three men had turned over to them
homemade kind." Press York Press. all the stock so they could have the
sole voting power of the corporation.
Another exhibit purported to show
TAXED BY PHYSICAL WEIGHT that Mr.
Perkins was chairman of the
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A , small Frenoh town In the Pyrenees district has struck a novel
way to Increase revenue from taxation. The ordinary channels not
bringing enough to carry out certain projected
Improvements, the
municipal council decided to place a
tax on the physical weight of the citizens, arranging the following scheme:
Below 1361b., no tax; from 1851b. to
2001b., 12s. annually Is demanded;
from 2001b. to 2701b., 13s.; for all
weights above this figure the tax increases at the rate of 24s. for each
201b..
Trouble came when the local authorities tried to collect the tribute.
Most of the fat people formed a committee to appeal to the prefect, who
represents the federal authority in
the district. Thus a Btay was gained.
But It appears probable that the town
could put Into execution the new law
If it should fight the case In the courts.
Most of the opposition came from ths
women, who held meetings and torchlight processions to signify their opposition to the measure, which struck

them harder than their husbands.

Won't Have His Calling Insulted.
There Is one sure way to insult a
delicatessen storekeeper and turn the
honey of his disposition into gall. It
can be done' by remarking carelessly
as you buy his meat balls or fish
cakes that you only want them for the
No delicatessen man
cat, anyhow.
with an ounce of dignity can stand
that,
"I lost a customer last week by re
fusing to sJLl a ring of llverwurst to
a woman who was buying it for her
dog," said one man la the trade. "She
was a good customer, but when she
decided that she guessed that ring of
wurst would do because she only wanted it for the dog. 1 said: 'Madam hu.
man beings might feel honored to eat
that wurst; It is not for dogs,' and 1
put it back in the case.
"Meat balls composed of the verv
best beef, veal, eggs; and cracker
crumbs ere likewise insulted. They
will do for the cat. If women must
buy these deiicaeies for their nets. Int
them, but let them refrain from insult
ing' the storekeeper by telling hlra

corporation's finance committee, and
that of the six members of that committee four were directors in the
Steel corporation and members of the
Steel corporation's finance committee as follows: E. H. Gart, Norman B.
Ream, George F. Baker and Mr. Perkins,
Another exhibit was that Mr. Perkins, Cyrus H, McCormlck ana
Charles Deering held ah the Btock of
the International Harvester Company
of America, the soiling company ot
the International company of New Jer-
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Phone Main 344,
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or call and we will have our demonstrator

Las Vegas

$140,-000,00- 0

Novel Soheme of French Town Authorities That Met With Bitter
Opposition From the Women.
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THE BIG ATTRACTION AT TKE CATHOLIC LADIES' BAZAAR
ON THURSDAY EVENING

NEW JOKES,

SEPTEMBER 19

NEW SONGS AND DANCES

BY

BLACK-FACE-

D

BOYS AND PRETTY GIRLS

Tonight, Colonial- Dance by Sixteen
-

Children and Other Attractions

sey.

Clarence S. Funk, general manager
of the International Harvester company, testified there hardly was a
farm implement in whose manufacture
and sale competetion did not exist.
Grasshoppers and crickets cost the
Harvester company more than Mr.

ADMISSION TEN CENTS

Dancing. FVotm

lO

To

12

SIMISON ORCHESTRA

Funk declared.
According to the government attorneys, the case is an exact parallel
to the "beef trust" suit, and there
will be no duplication o the method
adopted in that instance Which permitted testimony by the main K
fendants and resulted in the celebrated "Immunity bath."

VISIT OF COLOiNEL ROOSEVELT
ALBUQUERQUE, SEPT., 18, 1912
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TO DAY'S

.

BASEBALL,

.

Read The Opuo.

''

Western League. Sioux City, Sept. IV.
,t. R. H. E.
Sioux City"
v,V;y;..y.?,..,.,..3
Lincoln .". ,
1 4 1
.'

61

,. .............
Batteries:

Clark, Young and Chapman; Meara, Wolverton and Statton.

,

Tickets on sale September 17th., . 8th.
Final Return limit Stptember 19th., 191a
FARE FOR THE
ROUND TRIP

,rn

rlfD

YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
National League
Chicago, 4; New York, 3.

Cincinnati,
Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, 2; Brooklyn, 1.
Boston, 8; St. Louis,

4.

D. L. BAtGHELOPi,

'.. 't

i

J

AGENT

American

League
Philadelphia, 8; Cleveland,

0--

0.

Western League
Denver, 8;
Topeka, 1;
SloilX City,
St, Joseph,

Des Moines,
Omaha, 0.
2; Lincoln,
4; Wichita,

6.

8.
4.
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"If you only could,"
she replied.
"It has 'gone dead' Just when I want
ed speed the worst."

usiness,,
Directory

riuW

minute later he turned to her
with a laugh and said: "They are
these machines all the
improving
time, but they haven't turned out one
yet that will run without gasoline.
There's none in the tank. Good

ir.it i

H--

7
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Rich LIi:3 Gladys
By BRYANT C. ROGERS

morning."
Miss Gladys Humphreys was an or
(Copyright.
tr Aaocitecl Literary Vtm.
L
phan,
TCI A L'HS
living with her aunt, and ac
"If his mothBr ever, lose her money counted one of the wealthiest
girls in
he can make his way," was often Boston. A dosen
gallants, including
said of Fred Bingham, the rich Widyoung Whitney, were on her list of
Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
ow Bingham's son. And It was often
Buitors, and gossip said that the lat
M.
a
wag
added that Fred
singular
Sast Las Vegas, N.
ter was the favored one so far. Sht
and Fred Bingham had not exchanged
was
His mother was rich and he
Dames.
her
bad
way
had
she
If
singular.
A weelc after the auto Incident, and
about it he would have been brought at an
evening hour this time, Mr.
a
are
sons
men's
rich
most
as
up
the
was sauntering about
LAS VEGAS GARAGE good deal of pampering and dawdling Bingham
his cigar. The
neighborhood
smoking
a
a squeeze through some college
streets were very quiet, but as he
M BIEHL, Propietor
fashionable marriage and a useless passed a fine mansion,
the front door
life. He was started that way, but of which stood
416 Grand Ave
open, he heard a wom
he rebelled. What he learned at col- an
Bcream. In a moment he was
Phone Main 447
lege was sound; what he observed through the gate and up the steps
had
given and in
Nature
he remembered.
the hall he found two tough- Battery Charging Station
him a bent toward mechanics, and
a
looking
young men, each having
Automobiles for Hire
early in his career he had his tools Bundle unaer his arm, ngnting to tree
Before he had
and his workshop.
themselves from the grasp ot a young
reached his majority he had invented woman.
wantworld
half a dozen things the
Fred Bingham took a hand in the
ed.
Soon after that came the down- game at once, and It was bad for the
fall.
P. MACKEL
I
sneak thieves who had entered the
.
It was discovered that the lawyer house
the dinner hour, and
PAINTING
HOUSE AND SIGN
who was managing the rich widow's had beenduring
discovered Just as they were
a
embezzled
Hinging
had
Paper
for
Hardwood Finishing.
her
business
making their exit
and Glaring.
large sum of money so large tnat
It was only when the fellows had
Bhe was no longer even moderately been
turned over to the police that
Estimate! Cheerfully Given.
Old Town well off. There must be a great Fred felt sure of the identity of the
. . .
Plaaa
Side
7et
coming down to make ends meet on damsel in distress. It was the rich
the small sum left An estate all Miss
Gladys, and that was the house
tangled up and not to be settled up
of her aunt. The affair had tried her
of
hands
In
the
for years was placed
that an innerves, but not bo
a law firm, and Fred Bingham went troduction was notgreatly
made and Mr,
SHARPENED
MOWERS
bareLAWN
forth to make his way almost
for his
Bingham effusively thanked
and handed.
Uck and Uunsmifh-Bicy- cle
services
and invited to cal. H
Whitof
machine
At
shops
the
big
waited two or three evenings before
Gei-erRepair
ney ,& Son, Boston, they had need of so doing, and one of these evenings a
advertisement
E. Las Vegas a handy man, and their
S20-6t- h
Street
call was made by James Whitney.
brought Fred Bingham as an appli- The matter of the attempted robbery
cant. He modestly stated his capa- came up, and as soon as he heard the
bilities in the mechanical line and name of Fred Bingham he replied:
was taken on. He was pleased in a
Automobile, Carriage &
I know him. He is one ol
The elder the"Why.
way, and yet displeased.
workmen at the shops."
and
looks
his
Mr. Whitney liked
"But a
as well, and a
modest demeanor and was friendly. brave man," gentleman
said the girl.
The son James, about twenty-tw"I didn't know he went about play
N. 0. HERMAN
years old, had been taken In as part- ing th e gentleman after working
ner and given the office department hours."
Ave
to manage, because because he was
429
"It seems to come perfectly natural
his father's son. Even the father to him "
unless
could furnish no better excuse,
The next morning the elder Whitit was the hope of steadying the ney left for the west on business,
young man down.
and at noon the younger called Fred
When two young men meet for the Into the office and fired him
,
the
on
almost
first time it depends
a contract,
notwithstanding
NEWLY. REMODELED
like
to
are
first glance whether they
and further said to him:
Private Baths and Lavatories
each other or not. It was not neces'A lot of cheek, you've got, to force
sary in this case that there should the acquaintanceship of such a lady
Stea.a Heat Private Telephones be friendship between the office and us Miss Humphrey. Better drop that
the shop. Fred Bingham would be at once, If you don't want trouble
Rates $2.50 per day and up
treated as an employe, and he would with me."
AMERICAN PLAN
cheerfully grant the respect due the
and
Fred Bingham reached ' out
office, but he found within two minnose between
other's
the
or
Month
K
caught
Week
ites
by
Special
utes that there would be an antag- thumb and finger, and after holding
onism with the son. There was It for a few seconds let go and walk
tyranny and domineering in young ed out. That evening he called on
Whitney's every look and altitude. the rich Miss Gladys, and she In
The applicant was a gentleman even sisted that it be a visit. She wanted
HOW'S THIS
If he handled tools. He had a solid to know many
things, and she made
We offer;One Hundred Dollars Re pdnratfon.
He was an enthusiast In the young man talk, and by and by
that
case
Catarrh
of
for
any
comward
his work. He had a way that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh manded respect, even though it she said:
"I am the second largest stock
fhire.
with it.
holder In the Barrett Iron Works
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. O. brought antagonism
a
needs
fellow
trimming and we need you there."
"That
We. - the undersigned, have known
m
,
IE
anrl down .and It will be up to me to do
A month later,
when the elder
II..
Z
young Whitney to Whitney returned and found his me
hnnnrahio In ml it." whispered
"
,m
nncfailv himself as the caller left the office.
chanical genius gone he threw vp his
"I see my finish here in a month hands and exclaimed:
niiiiniinnii nmle
.vi. Mnn, a
tne BOn naa h,B say about ,t" "aia
"Gone to our strongest rival, and
by his firm.
as he
'NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, young Bingham to himself,
that means a loss of $10,000 a year
a
find
to
boarding
O.
Toledo.
walked
away
to us!"
'
"He was getting in my way social
Kail's Catarrh Cure is taken lnter-- place.
a
temporary ly," was the sullen reply.
Fred Bingham found
maliv. acting directly upon the Biooa
system. home in a suburb witnm stone
and mucous surfaces of the 75
"Why, you idiot,, he'll marry that
cents throw of his employers grand man-in- Humphrey
Testimonials sent free. Pdice
girl within a year, and
and when he gave in his ad- within two she'll buy out the rest of
per bottle. Sold by all drugists,
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- drega at the om-e- he wag met with the stockholders and hand him the
nation.
the sneering remark from young business!"
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Jennie She's horrid. That nasty
Wilson girl has been saying that I
paint.
Clara Don't you care." If she had
your complexion, maybe she'd paint.
"

too.

PROOF POSITIVE

PETER
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be
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FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS
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SHORT ORDERS ANDREG
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TH23 BEST GOOD3 OBTAI NABL1

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
tr

1

LOOSE
A.

A

GOLUM
RATES

CAFE

BESTAUBIP AJB

LOOBY

CHAPMAN

M

A. F.
Refiimr com

municatlon

V

i

'

il

fcL

t,

NO

first and
hroth-

N. O.

V

M&Be-

-

vs
tvery Monday
ning la Castle Hal)
VlaiUng Knights ar
ootdiatlv
invite

1

f third Thuxifisy in
month. Visiting

NO.

PV THIA3

OF

KNI5 jfTS

-

art cordially invited
R- - Murray,
Herman, W. M.;
Secretary.

ADVER

lodge

Uado

1

.

-

;alor,

Chanello

Commander.
Ham
Martin, Keeper H

'

Five cents per line eacn Insertion.
li
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
tiecords and Seal
No ad to occupy lets space than two
Reg- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ad vert Is menta charged
llnea, All
oe4 Tss
ular ..oomdT
:LK8 Meets, second
will be booked at space actually set,
J 6&j in much moath at Ma b. p.
fourtb
ruesday evening of eaes
without regard to number of words. sonic Temple at 7:10 p. tn.
Iks Home on Ninth street
montlt
Re
Cash In advance preferred.
Tamme,
Boucher. 8. C; Chs
D k'as avenue. Visiting broth- and
corto,
era arf orU'ally invited. P. D. Mc
Elroy, Jllialted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
Secret!
eonvoca- ARCH MASONS Kagsu
eacn
In
tioa ftrat Hoaday

t

Williams, H. P.;
Blood, Secretary.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

Chambermaid

Tm-pl-

tTTOKNEYS

e,

M. B.
F. O.

HUNKER
Chewter A Hnr
ttorneye t Law.

KIPJKER
Geo. H. Htnker

t.

at

hotel..

' M"
ued

Laa Vagal
RANSFCR3 CHAPTESt Na L O, L
Ifiavts first vti mrt rrldsys In
iUszaS Tks1. Mra. T. B. Bowea,
Worthy Uatrca; J&ta O. JUtlcdtfe
Worthy F&trc; Mrs, Gorje Tripp,
Plaza
EAST ftOUNO
Secretary. Fbono Mala S19, 120 Arrive
Qraad aranaa.
m
:10

mum

VIsitsi&ii'
WANTED

a0

q

tueik at Usso&le
t T:8J m.

C. YOUNG
al

nrr::

17, 1912.

No.

WANTED Pupils to learn Spanish.
Apply Hotel La Pension.

I..

Se
16 p

D-

.11:10
1:05 p m
No. 4..
BROTHERHOOD NO. No. f
1:15 a. m...... 1:25 a. tx.10i Meats every Moniay Eight at No. 10..
:10
1:45 p. m
O. R. C EaJL on Eouslaa avenue, at
o'clock.
nembors are
Vlaittng
WE8T BOUND
cordially welsoma. B. JSS. Okhring,
1:45
11 : 20 p. m..
FOR SALE 160 acres improved farm. preaidant; J. T. Buhler,
:15
secretary; Na 8....
: 10 a. m.....
30 miles east of Laa Vegas, new huge.
C. H, Bally, troaaarer.
Bronson There's something
4:iu
yerj
m
1;
40
p.
No.
mall about that man, Masson.
barn, fenced. Easy terms. Dr. Eck- . 3F p. m
No. 9
Woodson What's the matter with
ert, Century Building, St. Louis, Mo. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
him?
Meet in the forest of brother'
An articlehat has real merit should
Bronson Why, he loaned me a gar FOR SALE Gentle
riding or driving
love at Woodmen of the Wor
in time becefme popular.. That such Is
den hose that needed mending.
horse for sale at a bargain. Call
halL on the second and fourth FL the case with Chamberlain's Cough
at 1026 Fifth street.
Remedy ha4 been attested by many
day of each month at 8 p. m. C Ci
Here is one of them. H.
COULDN'T LOSE HIM
dealers.
Vi
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
Ohio Falls, Ind,,
W. HendricJ;son,
FOR SALE CHEAP Square piano,
"Chamberlain's
(Jougn tiem-eding neighbors are especially
writes,
Standard make. Inquire tt Optic.
is the best for coughs, colds and
com and cordially Invited
croup, and Is my best seller." For
FOR SALE Furniture. 705 Main ave
sale by all dealers.
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
nue.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
Ind., had
TJ. A. Smith, Bridgeton,
every fins
FOR SALE CHEAP Two pieces of
Tuesday of the month in the vestry kidney trouble for years, and was so
rooms of Temple Monteflore at i crippled with rheumatism he could
property, corner Third and Colum
not dress without help. He startjd
o'clock
p. m. Vlsitinz brothers are
bia. Call at 902 Third street.
using Foley Kidney Pills, and sJts:
Isaac Appei "I began to get beter at once, and
cordialiy invited
President; Chartoe Oreenclay, Sec now all my trouble has left ma" andI do not feel that I ever had rhenrotary. 1
mattxm. t rent well a.11 nfirM mnd tha'
oa years old, can now do the work
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house KNIGHTS Of? COLUMBUS, COUNO'
of a man of 35 years. 1 would like
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
NO. 804. Meets second and fosr
to be the means of others getting ben
efit from Foley Kidney Pilrs." Refuse
Thureday In O. R. C. hall. Plon
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
building. Visiting members are ce Cross
Drug Co.
choice rooms in the New Elks'
Tied.
Q.
Peter
in
Emenakar,
dlally
Home.
.
K., Richard Davln, T, B.
lost Annually by Wage
$80,000,000.00

.

FRATERNAL

.

y

-

.

For Heist

FOR RENT
Tom She broke the engagement
Dick What did Harry do? .
Tom He sent her a bill for the use
of the engagement ring for the time
they were engaged.

Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electrlo lights,
baths, etc. Excellent location, 91S
Eighth street

FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.

Earners

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1.
Meets every Monday evening a:
their ha'l on Sixth street. AU visit
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. J . D. Friderustlno, N. G.;
Frank Friaa, V. G.; T. M. El wood

I. O. O.

F,

Secretary; Karl Werti, Treasurer'
V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.

CL

MEAN

Dr. Sadler estimates

that

about

in wages is lost annually to the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost
wages and doctoring is expensive.
Us Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
air passages.. O. G. Schafer and Red
8O,00C,0O0.00

Cross Drug Co.

-

NOTICE.
v, ...,

,

'tidal paper

wahv even that the
Qf

of--

-

the New Mexico Cat

He Sanitary Board will on sepwwiwa
from
the
he
changed
1912,
ber 1,
n. m., w
Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas,
,
wnowpdl News, of RoswelL New
th - ahovft" data all no- i
In
will he nnbllshed
MM..,Ames

Whitney
"I wonder that you didn't buy s
J20.000 residence out thre and arrange to come down to the works in
mn(,a tn thu
wM gufflc)ent to start a quarrel on,
but of wnat use? Fred Bingham wa
niaased to get a position In a big
shot)" where ne .couia iainy try mm- .
self out ana met tne many proo.em.
that would arise. In a fortnight th
elder Whitney was saying of him:
"I declare, James, we've got a resi

I

the

CONFESS EUGENICS

e

crs.

in

a

few

-

News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
W. J. LINWOOD, Secretary. genius in Bingham."
"Oh, I don t know, was tne repiy.
"That's because you don't go
Antolne Deloria, postmaster at Gar
the shops. Ail tne men are
exact
facts
through
knows
the
Mich.,
den,
about him. He nas improved
when he speaks of the curative va- talking
w
vrjav Kirtnev Pills. He says: nm nf the machines so tnat
Evm mv nwn exnerience I recom- - sret a quarter more work out of them.
r,.i FoIrv Kidney Pills, as a great He'll save us five times his salary
remedv for kidney trouble. My fath inside a year.'
The son replied with a grunt 01
ers was cured of kidney disease and
a good many of myi neighbors were disbelief, and there the matter
mired by Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. dropped.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
On the third Sunday or nis stay
Fred
Bingham attended Sunday ser
T, h. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route vices at a humble little church, and
1, is In his 73rd year, and was recent-l- was ushered into a pew in which
cured of a bad kidney and bladder a
wb
i uu.
young iaay
"I have
trouble. He says himself:
singing, and as they
congregational
back
with
My
my
kidneys.
suffered
offered him the half of her
ached and I was annoyed with blad rose shebook and
they sang together.
hvmn
can
I
truthfully
der Irregularities.
any one had asked Fred as he
ay ,one 60c bottle of Foley Kidney If
if the young lady,
Pills cures me entirely." Tney con walked homeward so courteous,
were
tain no habit forming drugs. O. G. who had been
handsome or homely he would not
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
have told. He would nave admitted,
that her voice had charmed
Few, if any, medicines, have met however,
with the uniform success that has at him.
On the following morning, as Fred
tended the! use of Chamberlain's Co-house to take the
Sic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. left his boarding
found an auto
he
work
his
to
cures
of
and
car
'colic
remarkable
The
diarrhoea which it has effected In al standing In the streets In a helpless
most every neighborhood have given condition. The chauffeur was under
St a wide reputation. For sale by all It searching for the cause, and a
dealers.
young woman with a vexed look on
her face was standing by. As Fred
The implicit confidence that manv approached she smiled and bowed.
people have in Chamberlain's Colic, A sort If Instinct told him she was
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is the one of the pew. With a flushed
founded on their experience in the face, he lifted his cap and advanced
tise of that remery and their know-ledg- and said:
of the many remarkable cures
"I beg your pardon but perhaps I
if colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that can be of assistance-For sale by all dea'
Ifi has effected.

iwn

PUZZLE

Modern Scientists, Arrogant as They
Have Become, Admit That Subject Is Beyond Them.

1

v

A

F. O. E. 'Meets first and third Tuet
day evenings each month, at Wood
months' time; no expense hut your
man hall. Visiting Brothers eo
work.
automobiles
Electricity,
dially invited to attend. A. M
plumbing, rlcklaylng. 100 satisAdler, President; E. C, Ward, Sat
fled workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
rotary.
free.
Trade
United
Catalogue
School Contracting Co., Los An
geles.

WE TEACH you a trade

progeny

is

phenomenally

Nature has an excellent way of hold
are
ing the balance even and there

ihouahtful men of science who view
with misgiving the efforts of philanthropists to upset the plan of nature
death of the
by preventing the early
unfit.
Tn the second June number of Popu
lar Science, the editor sounds a warn-

aealnst "irresponsible eugenists,
una says: "We believe that we can
because
breed out
that is simple, but we know that we
cannot produce genius Dy any syBiara.
not even It we could treat mankind as
Mnriel treated peas, Decanse geniut
Is complicated and proportionately be
in

feeble-mlndnes-

yond our control.

take Chamberlain's Tablets to Improve her digestion and regulate her
bowels. For sale by all dealers.

--

Already the professors of eugenics
ire mollying their vlewws. They are
confessing that It is yet too early to
lay down any laws of heredity, so far
as human beings are concerned, and
that many years perhaps generations
must be spent in merely accumulat
ing facts before any laws can be form
ulated. As the Medical itecora says,
learning
concerning
all our older
heredity must be submitted to Menlelian teste.
It appears at the outset, says the
Moriical Record, "that families, line
Mrs. Tellitt I heard something to
Individuals, do not bear prosperity day that I promised never to tell.
mawell, and deteriorate as their
Mr. Tellitt All right; I'm listening.
terial resources Improve, and also that
the menace of the unfit Is not so great
DOORSTEP SUBSCRIBERS
as it might at first thought seem, be
cause here the death rate in the resulting
iiich."

Running up and down stairs, sweeping and bending over making beds
will not make a woman healthy or
beautiful. She must get out of doors
walk a mile or two every day and

m
N.

I

n

iin

RETAIL PRICES

SALE OF TIMBER, Albuquerque, Jf,
M July 27, 1912.
Sealed bids marked
outside "Bid, Timber Sale Application
July 8, J 61 2, Pecos" and fcddresscd to
the District Forester, Forest Service,
Albuquerque, N. M., wl'l be received
up to pr.d including tho "ltd d?y of
September, 1912, for all the merchant
able dy tie post timber v tiding
marked for cutting oy a Forest
ctaee: located on an area to ha de'ln- Itely designated by a Forest officer
before CTtting bons in that part of!
T. 15 N., R. 12 E., that is included with
in the Pecos National Forest and T. 13
E. and Tps. 12, l'J and 14
N R.
N.. R. 13 E. and Tpa. 13 and 12 N.,
lthiu the
R. 14 E. that are Included
Pecos National Forest, estimated to
be 50,000 dry cedar poets, more or
less. No bid of less than $0.03 per post
will be considered and a deposit of
$50.00 payable to the order of the
First National Bank of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, must be sent to that
bank for each bid submitted to the
District Forester. Timber upon valid
claims is exempt from sale. The right
to reject any and all bids is reserved.

n

For further information governing
sales .address Forest Supervisor, Pecos National Forest, Cowles, New
Mexico. Arthur C. Rlngland, District
Forester.

Flthlno for Compliments.
for
Quick Don't you subscribe
"Women are peculiar, aren't they?"
nawBPaner regularlyT
"How is that?"
If vou knew ot the real value of
Slick Well, no. You see some of Chamberlain's
Liniment for lame
"Mrs. Wright said she had plain red1
on
vacations
are
our neighbors
always
soreness of the muscles, sprains
anil then aot mad because.
back,
find
it
mnat all summer, and we don't
and rheumatic pains, you would never
aereed that It was plain."
necessary to subscribe.
wish to be without it. For sale by
all dealers.

lb, er

Mora, Eaoh Delivery
Each Deliwy
CSS laa. to IfBSt Iba Eaoh Ds&rery
CS lea. to Stt lb4 Each Delivery
Less Than M laa, Eaeh Delivery

MCI

15J If, to test

U,

AGUA

..............
,

tSa per ISt Ik.
tSa per 18! Ibe
S3e pmr 1tt lb.
49o per 1M lb
Ma par 1M Iba

PU B AC 0 II P AlNY

Harvesters, Storers afid Distributors o Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting; Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famaus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thefpeople to whom
amoaj a!
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell isJWORTII MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here,
v
ads.
in
answer
this newspaper, wan
Others, who read and
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musicaHnstruments.
As the classified adi. are read by all possible baysrs, if a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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MORE CAUTION

IN

FLY KG.

00 niuc& Progress has been iaflo in
of flying that the layi an has

the art

.i.4ciiu,rt;u tor mo seriel or disheartening fatalities which M weeks
past have been of almosit da oi'cur- reuca. Already, the death oll for
1912 is not
only large, but includes
many airmen who wt.re repu i to oe
frpc.is. ii is true, of coui e, that
while the total is large, the iercetit- age is rapidly decreasing, fj at tire
opening of the season there ere not
l,ees than 6,000 accredited Linn en
Possibly Born,e of these, made bold hy
past immunity from serious "cideut,
relax their caution and pay t ponal- ty. yet in many cases care!
esS is
noi given, as the cause. 1
m yeter
.

lous and

ai J pocket

d

wuomuuj turns as an mi en foe.
The navigator in water has s
tnething
substantial to aid him in voiding
danger; shoals, reefs. mir
a, even

the

wind

fn

Ka

--

M

judged

by signs which are both
known. The uncharted ethe cbang-tIng in density from momen
ment, affords no such reliabl
ana its danger spots snift fi&m lioui
to hour.
Safety and dandr zonei,
change places without waring, nor
can any effort of man insur the one
or remove the other. It is a condition
which everyone who mounts tnto the
air must expect, even thougl he have
no fear.
Aircraft have b,een greatly strengthened and given more and b( Her power, but thus far no construct on seems
to be able to withstand th tremendous shock of a too sudden a id abrupt
change In course. A steam lbcomotivs
turns turtle If hurled abruptly against
a sufficient grade, even tlWgh the
track lead In a perfectly straight line;
and leaves the rails If driJoa at too
high speed on to a sharp cuUe. Automatic safety devices have mounled
to practically nothing in the aeroplane,
and the truth is being brought home
more forcibly each day that skill and
experience are the safeguards on
which the airman must rely. For this
reason learners should be lmpressd
with caution as the first cardinal principle, and teachers should not pass
even a ready student until he has
thoroughly qualified under all conditions possible to compass during instruction. On the other hand, each
should point out a warning of
how not to do the thing which failed,
and the hundreds of enthusiastic be
vid ble and

o

d,

ginners will do well to study what to
avoid.
The fliers will Increase in
numbers, but they owe it to the art
they espouse not to indulge in reckless freak performances.
Amateurs
may well heed and follow the example
of that father of flight, the late Wilbur Wright, whose motto was "Slow
but Sttre." H. H. Windsor, in the October Popular Mechanic Magazine.
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DON'T EAT MORE THAN ONE PER
CENT OF YOUR WEIGHT PER DAY.
Harvey W. Wiley, formerly chief of
the United States bureau of chemistry, writes an interesting article entitled "Intelligent Eating!' in the
Woman's Home Companion. He
says in part.
After Years of Suffering.
"Every pound of useless fat which
- Telia How Her Health
the human being carries is an impedi-metWas Regained.
to proper activity. A man six
feet tall should weigh approximately
two hundred pounds. If by Btrict atI had female trouWaurika,
tention to his diet antr exercise he can bles for seven years, was all run down,
and so nervous I
to 190 or 185
reduce this weight
could not do anypounds, It would probably prove benething. The doctors
ficial, but If his weight is allowed to
treated
me for difrise to 219, 220, 230 or even 240
ferent things but did
pounds, h'j unfits himself to that exme no good. I got
tent for his duties.
so bad that I could
"Let auyone who is accustomed to
not sleep day or
night. While in this
physical exercise, and suited thereto,
condition I read of
climb a l ng steep hill. If his wweight
Lydia E. Pinkham'a
is normal and his health good, he can

S. STEl'BIS

n

RECORD SALE OF SHEEP.
Weiser, Iaho, Sept. 17 Sheep breeders and dealers from many sections of
the country gathered here today for
the opening of the largest auction
sale of sheep ever conducted in the
United States.. The sale will last two
days and will comprise 12.D00 thoroughbred and registered sheep, the property
of the insolvent Butterfield Livestock
The list of animals to go
company.
under the auctioneer's hammer in
cludes 500 Rambouillet rams, 9d0 De-- !
rams, 600 Hampshire ram do this without any very great falambs, and several thousand full blood tigue; let him then begin at the foot
Rambouillet, Delaine and Hampshire of the hill and carry a weight of forty
ewes.
pounds, and note the effect that this
will have. The man who weighs forty
TONIGHTI
TAKE A
than he should and
pounds more
"CASCARET" SURE there are thousands of them in this
land of ours is forced constantly to
No Headache, Sour Stomach, Bilious- carry this quite unnecessary handiness or Constipation by Morncap.
"Food for special activities, or speing
cial public or private duties, is a matTurn the rascals out the head- ter which has not received any very
No set
ache, the biliousness, the indigestion, great scientific attention.
the sick, sour stomach and foul gases amount of food can be arbitrarily
turn them out tonight and ketp chosen for the bralr. worker or other
professional man. In general it may
them out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a be said that a man of little exercise
Cascaret now and then and never will eat less than one per cent of his
know the misery caused by a lazy weight of dry food per day. Any
bowels or an upset marked excess of food, or excessively
liver, clogged
starchy or sugjary food, must also be
stomach.
Don't put in another day of distress. avoided by the man and woman of
Let Cascarets cleanse and regulate sedentary habits."
your stomach; remove the sour, undigested and fermenting food and that A
really effective kidney and bladmisery-makin- g
gas; take the excess der medicine must first stop the progbile from your liver and carry out of ress of the disease and then cure the
the system all the constipated waste conditions that cause it Use Foley
matter and poison in the Intestines Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladder troubles and urinary iregularlties.
and bowels. Then you will feel great. They are safe and
reliable.
They
A Caacaret tonight will surely help quickly
and permanently. In
G.
the
O.
Schaefer
yellow
package.
straighten you out by morning. They
box and Red Cross Drug Co.
work while you sleep. A"10-cemeans
a clear
from any drug store
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
head, sweet stomach and clean,
healthy liver and bowel action for
months.
Children love to take Cas ASK Mrs. L. P. Wrigh, 609 Sixth
street for a complete driving outfit
carets because they taste good
for $135.
never gripe or sicken.
laine-Merin- o

.

Abot't 100,000 men were engaged, and
the conflict raged with great fury from
daylight until dark. The federals
were repeatedly repulsed, but at night
both armies held the same position!
as in the morning. In the 11 hours'
fighting about 16,000 of the northern
army and 20,000 of the confederate
army fell, in addition to many, thousands who died after the battle.

TEMPLAR

KNIGHTS

CAPITAL

Another Woman Recovers.
Newton, N.H. "For five years I suf-

fered from female weakness and dragging down pains. Lydia E. Pinkham s
Vegetable Compound has restored my
health and the pains are gone." Mrs.
F. A. Peaslee, R. F, D. , Box 88.
Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good, do not
continue to suffer without giving Lydia
E. Pinkham 's Vegetable Compound a
trial. It surely has iemedied many cases
of female ills, such as inflammation, ulceration, displacements, tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, and it
may be exactly what you need.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in stricfconildence.

d

u t is! TTin. Wnmer. Ca.. has us
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for years, and says sue aiway recom-mani-

ta

friends. "It never
falls to cure our coughs and colds and
prevents croup. We have five children and always give them Foley's
Wrvnov nnil Tar ComDOUnd for a Cold.
and they are all soon well. We would
not be without it In our nouae. o.
O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
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SURPLUS

PAID IN

$100,000.00

J. M, Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

ing of

h

o

Comanche, Okla.

tlmaiastlo baseball fan, and the hoist,
a flag on the city h&Il, marked
the only observance of Boston's two
birthday
hundred and eighty-seconanniversary today.
Wlille it was in July, 1630, that the
colonists brought by John Withroo
to Salem established themselves at
Charleetown, it was not until September 17 of that year when the greater
part of Wlnthrop's company moved to
Then the place wag reTrimontaJne.
named Boston, after the Lincolnshire
town from which many of the colonists had come.

OF ILLINOIS.

Peoria, 111, Sept. 17. The colors
and emblems of masonry adorned the
streets of Peoria today in honor of the
Knights of Templar of Illinois, who
assombled here in large number for
annual conclave of
the twenty-sixtthe grand commandery. The opening
session was held this morning and
was preceded by a parade of the delegates. This afternoon the visitors
were taken on an excursion on Peoria
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
A dress parade and competiLake.
Notice
Bias
lg hereby given that
Okla.'
Sanchez and Mrs. Maxlmlana S. Or- tive drills' are scheduled for tomorrow
will
tega have been appointed administra- and in the evening the gathering
ball.
and
a
conclude
with
reception
tors of the estate of the late Francisco S. Ortega. All persons having
alaims against the estate will pre- SOME AGE TO OLD BOSTON TOWN
17. Two hundred
sent them to the above named adminBoston,
Sept.
istrators. In all matters pertaining and eighty-twyears old and a Na
to the estaate call on or address Bias tional or American league championSanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M.
ship pennant, counting the flag al
BLAS SANCHEZ,
ready in sight of McAleer's team of
MAXIMIANA S. ORTEGA,
Red Sox, for every 22 years of her
Vegetable Comand
career. This calculation by an en
Administrators.
began
pound,
its use and wrote to you for special
advice. In a short time I had regained
my health and am now strong and well."
Mrs. Salue Stevens, R.F.D., No.

ECOVE

Oc-tob-

J'VEN

17, 1912.

-

$50,000.00
.

--V

ar

President

Vice-Preside-

VEGAS

iLA

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LocS

Savings Bank

Vegas

BATTLE OF 50 YEARS AGO

Sharpsburg, Md., Sep. 17. Numerous flags and wreaths were placed this
morning about the monuments and
markers that dot the field where thousands of the soldiers of the blue and
the gray fought and fell 50 years ago
today in the battle of Antietam. The
battle was one of the most terrible
of the civil war. The Union forces
were in command of General McClel-la- n

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the Sao Miguel National Bank
Wm. G.

President
President
Treasurer

Ilaydon

Vice

H. W. Kelly
D. T. HosH&s

on Deposis

!r.iarcst PaJ

and 'the confederates were led by
General Lee, who had been joined the
previous day by "Stonewall" Jackson.
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Two Las Vegas men were talking yesterday morning about business conditions
"In the past year
of towns

TPS

I- -

throughout the country. One of them said:

have traveled several thousands of miles and visited some of the largest cities in the country.

the size of Las Vegas and

I

can say truthfully that

I

I

have been in thousands

have never run on to a place where business conditions were better than right here."
'

The other man remarked:

.

"I spent some time recently traveling in southwestern towns looking for a location, having made up my mind to leave Las Vegas.
iting the stores of numerous merchants in much

largr cities

After

than our own I found they were not doing the business that I did right here.

vis-

I am

back to stay."

Other people who know tell the same story.
The Optic has always tried to lead in boosting for Las Vegas. It wants the entire community to

Join in.

You can help your business and boost your town by

Advertising in Tfie Optic
H
1;
H

i

r

W

EIGHT
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LOCAL NEWS

WO

THE COST OF

f,MI

C1I1CE TO

m

SEE THE "BULL IIOOSE"

ROOSEVELT WILL PASS THROUGH
HERE AT AN EARLY HOUR
Try dram of Ola Tajlof bouffon
t the Opera Bar.
THURSDAY.

the Store That Sets the Pace

WHEN YOU THINK OF STOVES
THINK OF

See Van Petten for Insurance.

And Trade at

j

IT

17, 1912.

Theodore Roosevelt,
room furnished house for
office of chief execthe
candidate
for
of
Bros.
Cutler
Inquire
utive 6n the progressive ticket, will
Boy Scout School shoe! Bow here pass through Las Vegas Thursday
in all sizes. For sale by Bacharachs. morning at 1:15 o'clock on train No.
8 en route from California to the east.
The meeting of thfe democratic club, The arrival of train No. 8 in Las Vewhich was to have been held tomor gas is at a time when the leader of
row night in the' city hall, has been the Bull Moose should be "pounding
his ear," and it Is doubtful if Las Vepostponed until Thursday night.
gans will get a glimpse of the "great
'
White Kitchen.
Homn cooking. I am."
"Teddy" has Just completed a cam
Cleanliness, Good service. Meals
ioc. bpeciai dinners Sunday. No x- - paign tour of the Pacific coast and is
on his return to the eastern states. He
tra charge.
is due to arrive in" Albuquerque tomor
Through the courtesy of the nation row on train No. 2 from Aslifork
al committee of the progressive par Ariz., and will stop off there utnil
ty the Kansas City Star has been train No. 8,' to explain to the citizens
placed on the tables of the reading of the Duke City the whys and where
room of the Y. M. C; A. At the pres- fores of his "great" new party. This
ent time" there are four excellent will be his only stop In New Mexico,
The former president and his party
regular republican newspapers, two
tour Colorado, their first stop beiwill
democratic papers and two progressive sheets being received by the as- ng) in Trinidad, where he will deliver
sociation from the central committees an address from the rear of his car.
He will go from Trinidad to Pueblo,
of the three parties.
where he is scheduled to speak at the

o?e

M-

-

C. A.

Concord and Mission Grapes
40c A BASKET
48 lbs. Old Homestead Flour per Sack S1.40
48 lbs. Diamond M Flour per Ss.ck 1.40
And Everything Else in Our Store
At Reduced Prices

;

v

the cash cndcEn

'

PACT! SALE

CJOfTPIA I

16

100
EO

12
20

10
5

3
20
10
5
3

pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds

and

16, 17

September
100

-

18

.....

sugar
ruear.

..6.25
..fl.00

:

Colorado potatoes
Colorado potatoes
Colorado potatoes

pure lard
pure lard

.......

,

;

!

..J1.65

,

,

V'.

...90c

....

.

.

.25c

.72.(55

.

..fl.,0..

pure lard
compound
compound
compound
compound

state

i

.

fj.

.(.

.. ,

...70C
..'.40c

N V.

..$2.00
..11.10

. ..

...55c
...35c

Gallon Cans Pie Fruit

or
iliu

Apricots
White1 cherrles
Black cherries

71
.to

Peaches
Pears ..

traveling.

Plum's"
Grapes
graham crackers
oatmeal crackers
3 Takoma biscuits
3 lemon cream biscuits
3 ginger wafeis .......
3 lemon wafers
3 vanilla wafers
3 macaroni
.

3

vermicelli

spaghetti
Crystal White soap

6
7 Lenox soap
8 Diamond C soap
3
3

..

Bismark preserves
Bismark pickles ...

8ii00

25c OFF ON ALL FLOURS.
STANDARD HAMS AND BACON

'

$18c

J. H. STEARNS, Grocer

Sale
Special.Cash
and
Wednesday
Honday, Tuesday
September 16, i7 and 18
ill llie lloma of the Best of
100 pounds for
14 pounds for .
Beet Sugar, 100 pounds for...
Beet Sugar, 15 pounds for...
.Cane Sugar, 100 pounds for.
Cane Sugar, 14 pounds for..."..

Everyinp

..... .
MoseS Best Flour, Old Wheat, half sack
Mosei Best Flour, Old Wheat, Quarter sack;
3 Packages Macaroni; Spaghetti, : of
6 packages Laundry Starch
100 bars Diamond C. Soap
8 bars Diamond O Soap.......
100 bars Crystal White Soap
. ..
6 bare Crystal White Soap
7 bars Tar Soap . . . .
2
..V.i.V.v.4.
bar Boxes Toilet Soap
bar Boxes Toilet Soap..:

.. ...

j...

'. n.
........... .... 2V.

small Can Compound.....".
Standard Bacon, sides, per lb......
Standard Hams, per lb
1

THE GRAAF &

75c
25o
25c

25c

'.Las .Veias;;Steam.

Laundry
Phoat Mtia

U.

.

.;...........

t i r.

25c
25e

.'

IIAYMO

$ 1.30

65c

..,

....'......

617 DougUi

AuBtro-Hungarla- n

MAN SHOOTS BROTHER.
At PIna, a little village in the north
end of Taos county on the Costilla
river, in a family quarrel, J. P. Garcia shot his brother
Samuel four
times last Sunday night.
One ball
passed through the arm, another
lodged In his neck and two in the abdomen. Dr. I. N. Woodman of Virsyl-via- ,
this county, was called and his
latest report is that the wounded man
is in a very critical condition.
J. P.
Garcia's wife lately left him and took
up with another man. He then sent
for his brother Samuel, who was living at Fort Garland, Colo., to come
with his young bride and help him
take care of his children. Samuel
came and it is claimed got drunk and
threatened to kill his brother, J. P.
Garcia, but the brother got - the drop
on him and shot first. J. P. Garcia
was arrested and is now in jail in this
Valley News.
eity.-Tao-

Ate
tor san.

Old paper

$3.75
25c

IT IS TIME

Optic office

v?..

40o

;..$1.05
60o
35o

i8o
lgo

CO. STORE

TO TAKE YOUR PLANTS IN

inch, 3 for.
4 inch, 5c or 6 for
5 inch. . .
:
6 inch, 15c or 2 for
7 inch
8 inch.
10 inch.
12 inch

GREEN BERG ER'S

'.

EEDSMEN

ri

.

v

i -

O'tJSnUU

1

These are all New Fall and Winter Alodels
made in all the New Shades t .d Materials by

the very best of manufacturer,

for Pay Day
Only, lGfli., 17th. anil 18ft.

The great " Bucks" heaters
Thefgreat "Round Oak" heaters
The "Great Western" heaters
All sizes at

'rock-botto-

GREENBERGER

prices.

m

Set up free whenjpurchased of us.
NOTICE TO AUTOMOBILE OWNERS
The license tax on autmobolles as
provided by Chapter 2S, laws ol 1912,
is due and payable before the 1st of
October, 1912. Those who have not

yet applied for their license are re
quested to do so as soon before the
first as they can conveniently do it,
in order to give the secretary of state
ample time In which to issue both
licenses and tags before the date
above named.

It is tiihe for STOVE
The Fire side
Gem.

r

Combines more salent
.

OF LABOR MEETS.
Poughkeepsie, N, Y., Sept. 17 Dele-- ,
labor bodies
gates representing
FEDERATION

throughout the state were present in
large numbers this morning at the
annual
opening here of the forty-nintconvention of the New York Statp
Federation of Labor. Legislative mea
ures affecting the interests of the
working classes will be exhaustively
discussed by the convention during
the several days that It will be in

j

fj'Of BLAST

ANTONIO LUCERO,
Secretary of State.

I

tures than any heater on

j

THE MARKET.

j

Let us demonstrate

L

fea--

,
it

BE- -

FORE YOU buy.

h

Session.
WANTED
office.
'

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FOR

Furnished room,
Inquire between 11 and

RENT

Fifth.

We can save you money ON

a SECOND HAND stove.

( .

; J. C.

Clean cotton rags. Optic

712
12

Jiesea

S Son

The Fire Side Gem
Hot Dlastr

a. m.
FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
no sick people. .See Cutler Broth

'

ers.

One house and lot; one
house and two lots. A Bnap to
cash. Must sell this month. See
Cutler Brothers.

FOR SALE

if

FRESH EVERY DAY

BAKERY GOODS
The Best in The City

Mi,

"

THE SUPEEI0S1TY OF "OLD KC'IESTEAD" FLOUH

Trade demands this (lour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Tlomestead."
Our sales increase daily by SUCTI
its superiority and selling qualities.

frps
':
Doagbpols.
--

an

1
t

CHARDES "iLFELD CO.
Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and
Albuquerque

,

Jefferson Raynolds President

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

f!p!!(i?s Pias

acknowledgment of

Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant

Oeiis,
Stephen

B,

Davis Vice President

'

- Haleu
Raynoids Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Ass! Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

25c

........ 10c

Capital,

25c

.25 and 35c
50c

....85c

&

t

This is a Special Drive

.Cinnamon Rolls
25c

znznz, PFRTIY ONION A SON
-S-

Line of Suits and Overcoats For

A Big

ioc

3

i

A.

Kiel Gates

F03 THE WINTER

ORDER. YOUR, FLOWER. POTS

25c
.

61

the steamer Kaiser Wilheim II. with
Franz Menschik aboard was awaited
with eagerness today by Dr. Fritz
Fischerauer, the Austrian consul, and
the detectives who have been in ves-tigating the death of Menschik's sis
ter, Rosa Menschik Szabo, while boat
Ing on Greenwood tHe last July.
Menschik was expected
to have
with him official documents which
Dr. Fischerauer will furnish as evi
dence in the examination of Burton
W. Gibson, Mrs. Szabo's lawyer, who
is locked up in the Orange county jail
at Goshen, N. Y on a charge of mur
dering Mrs. Szabo.
When Franz Menschik arrived h
went to the
consul
ate where he deposited a death certif
icate showing that his mother had
died In Vienna two years ago. Gibson
declares that the mother is living and
some time ago he produced a waiver
of citation that purported to he signed
by her as beneficiary of Szabo's es
tate, turning the property over to him,

25c

...v,.v,t....
i
.4
4 .

1 large Can Compound
1 medium Can Compound......

TRY OUR WORK

$3.00

3

8 sacks Table Salt
1 large Can Pure Lard
1 medium Can Pure Lard
1 email Can Pure Lard

.

$6.50

..... .$1.50

................

4--

effect.

$1.00.

i.i.',..,

..............

by our new "pressing system"
it has the same attractive appearance that it has when
new. Our process gives the
shirt the proper stiffness without that harsh, board like

$6.25
11.00

?1.75
25c

.'.3..r........

Your Shirt
Is Laundered

And, owing to the fact that
there is no friction used to
iron your garments, by this
method, there is positively
no opportunity for unnecessary wear.
Our "press ironers" make
your linens fit and look better and wear better.

Eatab

Potatoes,
Potatoes,

,v

I

The marriage of Miss Lucy Tram-bledaughter of Mr and Mrs. Peter
Trambley, to Albert E. Clay of this
oity, was celebrated laBt evening.
Justice of the Peace D. R. Murray officiated. The ceremony, which was
performed in the office of Judge Murray, was witnessed
only (by the
brides' parents. 'Mrs. Clay is a well
known and popular young woman of
this city. The groom has been a .resident of Las Vegas for the past three
months, being employed by the Santa Fe road as a fireman. He is a native of Chicago. The newlyweds will
reside here.

Apples

3

fair grounds.
A bowling tournament (between the
Roosevelt and his .narty are travel
Lyon team and the Anton aggregaIn two splendid cars, the Mayflowtion will be held tomorrow evening ing
er
and
the Sunbeam, The former is
on the alleys In the Elks club house.
devoted to the Bull Moose and his
The defeat administered by Lyon aw
while the latter
his "gang" last week did not take campaign managers,
is devoted to a crew of pencil pushthe wind out of Anton's sails, and
ers, who are noting with great care
his aggregation is confident that re- the
sayings of the leader of the provenge will be theirs tomorrow
party, and sending them out
gressive
'
to the world, that the people may
up on the latest Ideas of the
It is announced that the Santa Fe keep
colonel.
De Luxe passenger service will he
inaugurated this season on December
See the Boy Scout shoes, Bacha
&, ana the first train
from Chicago rachs.
to Los Angeles will arrive in Las
7.
The De
Vegas on December
Luxe service was put on last fall and
Finch'i Golden Wedding
declared a success. It is believed that in the wood. Direct from Rye. aged
distillery
the exclusive trains will be better to yon. At the
Lobby, of course
The
this
than
last
patronized
year
excess fare train ia the most elegantly equipped in the country and Is the VALUABLE EVIDENCE ARRIVES
Jast word In classy transcontinental
New York, Sept. 17. The arrival of

f

BP"

A nine

This Week'

-

ROSENTHAL

Oppotite the V,

rent.
I

Iav- pay

r

"

EMM
"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividbd Psofits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Tlmo Deposits

FLORISTS

i v

i V

r.

